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Earrings Are Always
Popular Among
"Hello" Girls

Cloudy With Showers
Tonight and
Tuesday
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No Such Letter on File
Cincinnati, July 10. At the request
ot President Taft, the letter files of
hie brother Charles P. Taft, were
searched here today for trace of pos
sible correspondence with the presi
dent, Richard, S. Ryan or other per
sons, regarding
Controller Bay af
fairs or Alaskan lands.
No letter HOT WAVE THAT WAS BROKEN
bearing on the subject, was found and
LAST WEEK RETURNS WITH
so far as the files In Mr. Taft's office
RENEWED SEVERITY
here show, he has no acquaintance
with Mr. Ryan or any Interest In Alas
kan investments. Charles P. Taft la DEATHS
ANDJPROSTRATIONS
now In Europe.

AGAIN PREVAILS

OUT A MYTH
CHARGES

IN NEW YORK

OF MONOPOLY OF
BAY BY GUGGEN-HEIMNOT PROVED

R

3

0

UNABLI T0FIND LETTERS

A
THAT CHARLES P. TAFT
HUMIDITY
STIFLING
MADE
N. Y. ELKS' HOME A PALACE
HAD USED HIS INFLUENCE
ALOF'95
TEMPERATURE
ew
10. The
new
i orK, July
WITH PRESIDENT
MOST UNBEARABLE
home of the New York lodge No. 1,
B. P. O. E. will be readjy for occu
pancy of the members when they
NO PROOF
OFJHE ASSERTION return from their convention at At HORSES DROP IN THE STREETS

ALLEGED

--

FAILS
INVESTIGATION
TO DISCLOSE EVIDENCE -- IN
SUBSTANTIATION

PROMPT

Washington, July 10. CommissionS. Dennet, of the general land
office, and Miss M. A. Abbott, a
subpoenaed as witnesses, were
present today when the house com
mittee on expenditures In the interior department began an' inquiry into
"the charges of an alleged grab of
valuable water front lands on Control
ler Bay, AlaBka, by the Guggenheim

er Fred

writ-et.bot- h

interests.
Published charges have been made

that Richard S. Ryan, of New York,
eald to be a secret agent of the Gug
genheim syndicate, wrote a letter to
former Secretary of the Interior Bal
linger, declaring that he (Ryan) had
asked Chanles P. Taft, to speak to his
President Taft, about the
brother,
Controller Bay claims, and that following this the president "made no further objection to my claim.
The land is said to have been wanted as a terminus for railroads from
the Guggenheim mine properties.
Commissioner Dennett was summoned to tell what he knew of an order
the land
toy the iprealdent throwing
open to entry. Mies Abbott claimed
t have made a copy of the alleged
Utter from Ryan to Ballinger. Immediately following his return to Washington today, President Taft set his
office force to worki to Investigate the
Controller Bay affair. All four of the
departments Interested were requested
to make investigations and reiport any
Information that might be found. The
Controller Bay and Charles P. Taft
letter files were searched for a letter
to the president from his brother in
regard to this matter, the report that
6iich a letter had been written having
foeen brought to the president's at
tention for the first time this morn
ing.
A telegram was sent to- - Charles P.
Talt'a secretary at Cincinnati, asking
that an inquiry for such a letter be
Instituted, though Mr. Taft said that
he had never discussed Controller
Bay with Mr. Ryan or with his broth
er and had received no letter that he
could remember. It Is explained" that
R. S. Ryan, representing the Control
ler Navigation company, secured a
frontage of eighty rods of water front
In the bay, making, the department officials declare, a monopoly Impossible,
The matter was passed upon by the
cabinet In regular form, it was stated.
Secretary Fisher later Informed
President Taft that a careful search
of the interior department
records
failed to show the "Dick to Dick" letter, In which it was alleged Charles
P. Taft used his Influence in behalf
of navigable interests in Alaska to secure control of Controller Bay. Secretary Fisher also told 'the president
that he saw the article written by
Miss Abbott before It was printed and
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D
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DUEL
TWO VICTIMS

YOUNG MISSOURI FARMERS
GAGED IN PISTOL FTGHT
OVER TWO GIRLS

THE DAILY MAX!M

EN-

Sturgeon, Mo., July 10. In a pistol
duel fought over two girls, between
Frank and Melvln White and John
Spencer and Jabe Wade, at the town
rot Riggs, seven miles south of here,
Saturday night, both the White boys
were' mortally wounded, Frank dying
Sunday. All four boys were farmers
about 22 years old and- - until two
weeks ago were the best of friends.
The trouble started over the two sis--

lantic City the last ot this week. The
Immense fourteen-storstructure,
which Is considered the most pala
tial headquarters of any lodge of the
order, was informally thrown open
for Inspection yesterday. The build
cost
ing without the furnishings
$1,250,000. The principal feature of
the structure is the lodge room,
which Is larger than the grand ball
room of the Waldorf-Astoria- .
The
new home has at the disposal of
visiting members 260 rooms with
bath. There will be two roof gardens, each opening from the cafe,
which extends the full width of the
building. Tht structure occupies a
plot 100 feet square. It Is built
mainly of granite, marble and limestone.
y

AFTER AUTO SCORCHERS
Majestic In their wrath the night
police today declared that they are
orgoing to enforce the automobile
dinance to the letter IX they have to
hi.a. a eallus in the attempt. The of
ficers say that "Jay driving" Is caus-- ;
ing a lot ot trobule on the streets.
While many drivers of horeee are
guilty of this practice the autolsts are
the worst offenders. The autolsts
seem to enjoy turning the corners on
the wrong side of the street and they
uUfh across the cross walks in a
manner dangerous to pedestrians. A
few nights ago two cars attempted to
turn the same corner. One was on
the wrong1 side of the street An aged
woman was caught between the cars
and narrowly escaped being run
down- - The police say they do not in
tend waiting until somebody is killed
before they begin enforcing the ordin
ance.
For this reason, tney assert,
they cannot afford to delay any long
er.

MAYOR ISSUES ORDER FOR PO
LICE TO INTERFERE AND
SAVE BRUTES
,i

New York July. 10. The hot wave
that showed some signs of having
leen broken last week, returned with

added severity this morning to claim
renewed ictlms over the city of
exhausted millions.
A stifling humidity prevailed and
prostrations began to come in with
the earliest police reports. Two
deaths occurred during the night
The tremendous demand for milk
and Ice has made both scarce and
prices have risen.
At noon the temperature was 94
degrees and prostrations Increased
So many horses fell that
:apidly.
bade Police Com
Gaynor
.Mayor
MICHIGAN
missloner Waldo to instruct tUe police to Interfere In all cases where
hey thought horses were over- SUDDENLY EXPIRES oaded.
The load forecaster today said;
Barometric ' indications are in favor
JUSTICE FRANK A. HOOKER; OF of another warm period. The maximum temperature will be above 95
LANSING, DROPS DEAD IN
RAILWAY STATION
degrees this afternoon and aDout
that figure tomorrow." The maximum
ot last week's heat was 98
Auburn, N. Y- - July 10. Justice of degrees.
the Michigan Supreme Court Frank,
A. Hooker, of Lansing, Mich., died
No Relief at Pittsburg
suddenly here this morning in the
July 10. The excessive
Pittsburg
New York Central station. He was
has' not abated
in Pittsburg
heat
on an automobile trip, but abandoned
d'scomfort is increased by inuid
it last night and was to return home
creasing humidity. The continued
by rail.
shortage of ice increased the suffering. At 1:30 p. m. today 90 degrees
DAVILA ASSISTING CASTRO
was registered.
Willemstadt, July 10. A wireless
dispatch from Buenos Ayres Island
Ice Famine In Chicago
announces that General Jose Antonio
Chicago, July 10. The Ice situation
Davila landed on the island secretly here is the most serious problem since
Saturday night, having come from 1868, it was announced today, in conDavila Is one of the nection with a raise in the price of
Venezuela.
sixty-thre- e
men who, led by General Ice from 8
o 10 cents per hundred
Castro years ago, invaded the state to
bag users. The advance for family
of Tachlra, Venezuela, from Colom consumption however, Is only five
bian territory. He is Castro's close cents. It is said economy will be
friend. Later advices prove untrue
necessary to make the supply last the
Saturday's report that the president season.
of the state of Zulia, Venezuela, had
been killed by a bomb.
Eight Die in Philadelphia
Philadelphia, July 10. This was one
of the hottest days of the summer fn
THREE SLASHED TO
In Philadelphia and vicinity, the official thermometer showing 96 degrees
DEATH IN A FIGHT at 1 o'clock and still climbing. So
far today there have been eight deaths
on account of the heat, making a to
POLISH MINERS WIND UP CHRIS- tal of 122 since the spell of extraordinary heat began.
TENING AND DANCE WITH

CROP REPORT MADE PUBLIC
Washington,. July 10. The depart-

'

ment of agriculture today made public the official annual crop report.
Corn
The following is a summary:
condition 80.1; yield' 25.5; acreage
115,939,000; winter wheat condition
76.8;. yield 14. 6; spring wheat condition 73.8; yield 11.8; oats condition
68:8; 'yield 23.2;
barley condition
72.21; yield 20.9; rye condition 85.0;
yield 15.5; white potatoes condition
3,495,000;
7P.0; yield 81.7; acreage
hay condition 64.9; yield 10.8.

PRESIDENT MADE
MOST OF CRUISE

JURIST

.

FREE-FOR-AL-

SCRAP

Steubenville, O., July 10. Three
men were slashed to death and three
more fatally cut In a general fight
at Adams early today. Two men
are under arrest. All concerned are
The cutting took
Polish miners.
place during a christening and dance.
The festivities were in progress all
day Sunday and by midnight It is
said all of the party were intoxicatThe men are said to have
ed.
quarreled over a woman. At least
ten others received slight wounds.
Several women were hurt.

AVIATORS

COULDN'T

WITHSTAND HEAT
ATWOOD AND HAMILTON
FORCED TO DESCEND,'

START

WERE

TOGETHER WITH SENATORIAL
GUESTS, HE RETURNED TO
TODAY

WASHINGTON

July 10. President
Washington,
Taft and his senatorial yachting
party returned to Washington this
cruise
morning, aftev'i.
down' the caast and up Chesapeake
Bay and the Potomac river. After
the Mayflower docked the president
went to the White House for breakfast. Half an hour later he was at
The
work In the executive office".
president and his guests left poll- tics and the cares of state behind and
gave themselves over to a thorough
enjoyment of the salt breezes.
two-day-

,

F.

H.

ELSTON

IS

PNEUMONIA

VICTIM

MAN
KNOWN LAS VEGAS
MAN UNABLE TO WITHSTAND
RAVAGES OF DISEASE .

WELL

A victim of pneumonia Fred Mere
dith Elston died early this morning at
the Las Vegas hospital, where he was
taken Saturday evening in a preca
rious condition. Mr. Elston was 33
year sof age. He was unmarried and
is survived by his mother, Mrs. Tina
0. Elston, 822 Douglas avenue. The
death of her son leaves Mrs. Elston
practically alone in the world. Mr.
Elston. was taken 111 on July 4. His
condition raipldly became alarming
and after Saturday evening there was
little hope for his recovery.
Mr. Elston came here at the ago ot
three years, accompanying his fgather
and mother. He had resided here
thirty years. He had been employed
at various trades. Recently he had
been working for J. F. Sackman, a
painter. Mr. Elston was a member
of the Elks and the Eagles. His funeral will take place Sunday afternoon
at"2:0 o'clock from the chapel of the
Las Vegas Undertaking company and
will be under the direction of the Las
Vegas lodge of Elks. Accompanied by
the mother the body will be taken to
Oil City, Pa, and laid to rest beside
tbat of Mr. Elston's father.

Baltimore. Md., July 10. Harry
Atwood and Charles Hamilton braved
the elements again today and arose
from Atlantic City at 4:50 this
morning in an attempt to fly to
The intense heat, howBISCUITS
IN
Washington.
ARSENIC
PUT
n,rplw. Colo.. July 10. As a re ever, forced them to descend at
sult of using; arsenic in place of bak- Stemmer's Run, eight miles from
announced that
They
25,000 STRIKE IN PARIS
ing powder in making biscuits, Wil- Baltimore.
resume
would
their
flight later
thou
ranch
his
they
liam Prunity is dead on
aPris, July 15. Twenty-fiv- e
f
the
in
day.
and
workers
struck
sand
union
this
of
east
miles
city,
building
twenty
here today to enforce a demand that
J uck Nelson his partner, is not ex:
INDIANAPOLIS
AT
were
RAIN
men
the piece work system be abolished
two
to
The
live.
ported
'
Indianapolis, July 10. Following a and . their dally wages increased.
holding down a claim.
wind, thunder and rain storm here
Antanacio Flores looked too long shortly- after noon, the temperature
on the wine when It was red and as dropped 14 degrees, registering 73 at
GATES GROWING WEAKER
The storm today is bea result he was made to appear in 1 o'clock
Paris, July 10. The condition of
police court this morning. . Judge D. lieved to have effectually broken the John W. Gates was said today to be
R. Murray gave him eight days in heat wave, which has caused much unchanged, except as the -- duration of
Jail and Flores probably will be good suffering and produced practically an his Illness has- - weakened the patient
'co famine.
In the future.
and rendered the case more seriou3.
.

;
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CITY EDITION

1

GIVEN A HEARING
The preliminary hearing of EpaflorIdito Baca, charged with the killing
of Leopoldo Montoya, was begun this
morning in the court of Justice Pablo
ON
Vigil on the West side. The hearing
developed into a lengthy one and It
was 'expected it would consume most
of the afternoon. Mrs. Baca was ex
pected to go on the stand and tell
wlat she knows of the killing. It is
STOLEN BY THE
SENATOR
PENROSE OPTIMISTIC said Mrs. Baca maintains that her re- ON MISSIVES
lations with, young Montoya were not
STOKES SLEUTHS HINGES
ABOUT PASSAGE OF RECIindecent. On the occasion of the kill
FATE OF GIRL ASSAILANTS
PROCITY BILL
ing, it is understood she will testify
Montoya came to her house and at
SPEECHES DELAYING ACTION tempted to force her to receive his THOROUGH SEARCH FOR THEM
caresses.
The husband
returned,
found Montoya In the house, and In
ALLEGED CITY POLICE PERMIT.
ONE THESE ARE WORKED OFF
flicted on him the wounds which
TED DETECTIVES TO RAN-ACMEASURE WILL BE RATIFIED
caused his death on July 4.
BY UPPER BODY
APARTMENTS
GERMAN FILIBUSTER SEIZED
Berlin, July 10. A news
WILL PRESS FOR A YOTE from Madrid says the Germandispatch
consul HEARING ENDSJJN TOMORROW
general here finds that the seizure
of the German steamer Gemma, by THEN IT WILL BE DETERMINED
CHAIRMAN
OF , FINANCE
COM
the Spanish authorites at Corcubien,
WHETHER ACCUSED YOUNG
MITTEE TO RENEW MOTION
on the charge that the vessel was
WOMEN
SHALL BE HELD
TO DISPOSE OF IT
t arrylng war material for Portuguese
was
revolutionists,
and
justified
New York, July 10. The police.
Washington, July 10. "Nothing but orders the confiscation of the cargo
speeches stand in the way of the of 154 tons of munitions.
aided by the defendants, redoubled
complete success of the Canadian
their efforts today to solve the- mysreciprocity bill and we are working
NOT A PASSENGER LOST
tery of the lost letters In the Sotkes'
the speeches off as fast as possible,"
San Francisco, July 10. Every assault case.
(ald Chairman Penrose, of the senate passenger on the steamer Santa
Tomorrow the court will receive
finance committee today. "I am Rosa, wrecked near Point
the
last evidence to show whether
Arguello,
sticking to a prediction I made long Las been accounted for, according to or not Lillian Graham
and Ethel
bince that we shall adjourn either on a statement given out today
sHould be held to the grand
Conrad
C.
by
July 29 or August ft."
D. Dunanan, general passenger agent jury on the charge of trying to mur
Mr. Penrose will renew his request of the Pacific Coast
Steamship com der W. E. D. Stokes, the millionaire
for unanimous consent to fix a date pany. Mrs. C. H. Stark, Mrs. O.
hotel man. Without these letters the
to vote on the reciprocity bill and al- Payne and Mrs. Spayne, the three young women say their cause is bad
so for days to vote on the tariff bills passengers reported missing yester ly handicapped.'
now on the senate calendar.
He day, have been found.
They admit they shot Stokes, but
probably will make the same days
declare the circumstances
which
mentioned In his first request, July
these letters would help reveal were
31,000 RETURN TO WORK
24, 25 and 26.
Boston, July 10. More than 31,000 such as to make the shooting justifi
Senator Simmons of North Caro-- I oepratlves employed in textile mills in able.
.
in opened today's debate on the reci- various parts of New England resum
The superintendent of the apart
procity measure. Votes tin the Cum- ed work today after shutdowns of va ment house wnere ine snooting oc
mins and Simmons amendments, en- rying lengths, in accordance with the curred was summoned before Police
larging the list .of Canadian products policy of curtailing production, adopt Commissioner Waldo today.
The
to be admitted free will he taken late ed
commissioner is interesuea in tne
by the mill' managers.
today, and unquestionably they will
case on account of charges that some
be defeated.
of his men permitted Stokes' private
indorsed the
Senator
Simmons
detectives ic ransack Miss Graham's
IN
WOMAN DIES
Bailey amendment which proposes a
tiuite and carry away the bundle of
etters while the city detectives were
part of the farmers' free list bill as
'
an amendment to the reciprocity bill.
present
HER
YEAR The defendants
let
that
the
say
ACCIDENT
..FATAL AUTO
ters already made public in connec
Denver, July 10. George F. Keller,
tion with the case were returned aft
DE
president of the Crags & Canyon MRS. PETRA ARCHULETA
er nine or more which Stokes wish
ROMERO ANSWERS FINAL
Security company of this city, was
ed to suppress, had been taken from
probably fatally injured and G. M.
SUMMONS
the collection. The defendants' lawWIgle, the company's secretary, had
yers said that when the examination
a narrow escape from death yesterwas resumed tomorrow they would
Albuquerque, N. M., July 10. After
day, when their automobile plunged
charges against the Stokes de
bring
partaking of a hearty evening meal,
embankment in
over a
who admitted on the stand
tective
near here. Mr. Keller was Mrs. Petra Archuleta de Romero sat that ha had carried away the letters.
for a few minutes Saturday evening
pinned under the machine and was
crushed about the chest. Wigle was n her favorite chair with a smile
and
of contentment upon her face,
thrown clear of the car.
WIRE
peacefully passed away. She had MEMBERS OF
reached the fullness of 107 years,
STEEL BUSINESS BRISK
enNew York, July 10. The United having been horn and lived her
TRUST ENTER PLEAS
Mexico.
In
New
lifetime
tire
States Steel corporation announced
Mrs. Archuleta de Romero had for
today that the unfilled tonnage on its
he
past two years made her home EIGHTY - THREE MANUFACTURbooks on June 30 totalled 3,361,058
Las
in
coming from
Albuquerque,
on
tons
the
3,113,187
tons, against
ERS TO FIGHT PROSEwith
and
her
daugh
staying
Vegas,
books May 31st.
CUTION
at her
ter. Mrs. Maria Barters
residence on the corner of Sixteenth
tmd Roma.
New York, July 10 The eighty-thre- e
indicted (
W0LGAS1 TO MEET
She was born in a litle village on
wire manufacturers,
the edge of the Journado del Muerto, on June 29 under the anti trust law,
In
M., on charges of restraining trade
DAY that is now called Garfield, N. Ana
in 1804. The place is in Dona
WELSHJABOR
wire production, egan their fight
county on the Rio Grande, at the against the government today by enof the Berrenda creek, and tering pleas of not guilt,y and securjunction
LIGHTWEIGHT TITLE,
BESIDES
close to the site of old Fort Thorne. ing a delay until September 1, to
BATTLE
FOR
WILL
MEN
Juan Romero, a son of Mrs. Rome-to- , enable them to file demurrers. Each
$10,000 SIDE BET
who lives at San Marcia. was man's hail was fixed at $1,000. Only
telegraphed for and arrived yester-dajy-, thirty of those indicted made their
when the funeral' was held. An- appearance in the United States
Los Angeles, July 10. Ad Wolgast,
other
daughter, Narcaria Romero, court today, but District Attorney
of
the world,
champion lightweight
Wise said he had received assurand Freddie Welsh, Great Britain's resides in this city.
ances that the attitude of all would
will
contender for that title,
probabbe uniform and that the"rest would
ly fight for the honor and a sidFbet
file .formal, pleas in a day or two.
of $10,000v In some arena on the PaI Neither Herbert L. Satterlee, J. " P.
THREE LOSE LIVES
cific ocast Labor day.
nod Trank J.
Morgan's
The principals and their managers
Gould were present. Mr. Satterlee
met again at Venice late last night
WHEN BOATS COLLIDE entered a plea through his attorney,'
and on Welsh's exhiblton of a cablebut Mr. Gould was not represented.
gram from his backer, Parry Marks,
of Ordoff, Wales, that the amount of DISASTROUS ACCIDENT ON LAKE
the bet had been
mailed, Wolgast
SUPERIOR ONE STEAMER
and his manager, Tom Jones, then
EUSY WITH COTTON SCHEDULE
SINKS
take
bout
would
that
the
agreed
Washington, July 10. Democratic
members of the house committee on
place with either Jack Welch or Eddie Smith as referee.
Sault se. Marie,' July 10. Three ways and means resumed work on the
lives were lost early today when the cotton schedule today and expect to
steamer John Mitchell of Chicago, was have the bill ready by next week. The
sunk1 in a collision with the steamer duties are to be cut on all cotton goods
A BASEBALL BENEFIT
,
It was announced today that Miss W.' H. Iack, off Vermillion Point, from 30 to 60 per cent and are to be
levied on an ad valorem! basis.
May Ross, Instructor in dramatic art Lake Superior.
Thirty-on-e
and elocution, who has just been
passengers, including six
elected Instructor of this department women and a little boy, experienced
of the Normal university, will stage a thrilling midnight rescue.
TAFT MAKES APPOINTMENT
The two vessels that crashed toa benefit at the opera house early in
10. President
Washington, July
August for the baseball association. gether In a fog were both of steel Taft today sen to the senate the
The funds derived from the benefit structure and about 403 feet long. Sev- nomination ot Samuel W. Bachus, to
outstand eral of the crew and passengers of be" commissioner of
will be used to wipe out-aImmigration at
Amusement the Mitchell were taken on board the San Francisiro, succeeded H-N. '
ing Indebtedness on
more
or less severely Injured. North, resigned.
Mack,
rark.
.,,..
MURDERER

DECLARE LETTERS

AN ADJOURNMENT

VOULD JUSTIFY

JULY 29 OR

SHOOTING

AUGUST 5

K

-

:

I07TH

,

son-in-la-
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HUBBELL CARVED INTERNATIONAL DETROIT NOT TO BOQMIN G HARMON POST CARD DAY

SPADER IN SELF

FIELD MEET IN

DEFENSE
WELL

LONDON

KNOWN

ALBUQUERQUE
MAN ACQUITTED OF DEADLY
ASSAULT CHARGE

BOTH

AMERICAN

AND

Albuquerque, N. M., July 10. After
hearing lasting from
9:30 Saturday morning until 4 o'clock
that afternoon, during 'which the district attorney .placed on the witness
stand Charles F. Spader of Bernalillo,
who charged Frank A. Hubbell with
assaulting him with intent to kill, and
a number of other witnesses, W. W.
McClellan, Justice of the peace dis
missed the case against Mr. Hubbell
on the grounds that the defendant
had acted in self defense.
It was
shown by Mr. Spader's own testimony
that he had struck Mr. Hubbell several blows, that he was advancing on
him to strike him again and that he
was in the act of striking him when
Mr. Hubbell, In endeavoring to keep
Spader off slashed him across the neck
with a small pocket knife.
Mr. Hubbell was discharged on motion of his attorneys, Marron and
Wood, practically on the testimony
presented by the prosecution and by
the story of the affair as related by
Mr. Hubbell at the court's requeftt.
The defense presented no testimony,
other than Mr. Hubbell's statement
e
and alleged that he acted in
and that the territory's witness
and the plaintiff, showed that to be
true by their testimony.
The .witnesses for the prosecution
who were sworn were: Charles F.
Spader, Dr. H. B. Kauffman, Charles
King, J. A. Scales, Charles Clay,
Charles Rossi Mr. Hubbell told the
story of the affair at the request of
JuatJoe McClelland, who said that he
believed, as the plaintiff had testified, Mr. Hubbell should also relate
his version of the affair. The statement of each witness, in substance,
verified the statement of the affair as
igiveri by Mr. Hubbell.
The testimony of Mr. Spader himself, on cross examination, substantially confirmed Mr. Hubbell's statement of the affair.

ENGLISH

self-defens-

45 MILES IF ROAD IN DAY
Ottawa, Kan., July 10. If the plans
and expectations of leading ' citizens of Coffe-- , Osage and .Franklin
counties are fulfilled there will be
constructed lu '.his section tomorrow,
between sunrise and sunset, an improved highway forty five miles in
length. Practically every able bodied
man in the three counties has volunteered to aid in the work. The road
will follow the old Santa Fe trail cutoff and will connect this city with
the town of Lebo.
BIG WHIST TOURNEY ON
Niagara Falls, Oat, July 10. Whist
players representing clubs throughout
the United States and Canada have
gathered at the Clifton Hotel to take
annual conpart in the twenty-firs- t
gress and tournament of the Ameri-cfcWhist League. The tournament
opened this afternoon with the first
rounds of play for the Brooklyn, Hamilton club and Minneapolis trophies.
The program covers six days and calls
foi whist., playing morning, afternoon
and night.
n

Those Who Take Foley Kidney Pills
and bladder ailments, and for annoying urinary Irregularities are always grateful both
for the quick and permanent relief
they afford, and for their tonic and
effect as well.
strengthening
Try
Foley Kidney Pills. O. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co.

For their kidney

London, July 10. Great Interest is
manifested In London in the field and
track sports which will take place
tomorrow afternoon at the Queen's
Club between teams sent by the universities of Harvard and Yale, representing the United States, and
teams from the universities of Oxford and Cambridge, representing
England.
Both teams have been training hard
for the event The Americans are
confident they will win six of the
nine events, while the Englishmen
believe the odd event will determine
the victor, as they expect to win
four. England Is confident of win
dash, the
ning the
events
run and the one and two-mil- e
and alBO has strong hopes of captur
ing one and perhaps two of the other
events. America is considered superior, in the high Jump, the broad
Jump and the hurdles. Both are re
garded as having an even chance In
evest and the ham
the quarter-mil-e
mer throw.
The games tomorrow will be the
fourth International contest between
the universities. Of the three previous meets the United Stales has won
two and England one. Contrary to
. similar games, only first
places
count, each victory registering one
England won the first meet
point.
held and the Americans the next two.
880-yar- d

100-yar- d

BUILDING OWNERS CONFER.
Cleveland. O.. July 10. The fourth
annual convention of the 'National
Association of Building Owners and
Managers opened for a three days'
session in Cleveland today with an
attendance representing many of the
chief cities of the United States and
The convention will discuss
Canada.
a wide variety of subjects relating to
the renting and upkeep of buildings
and the most improved methods of
construction in relation to the revenue. The compensation of superin
tendents, managers, engineers and
will also be discussed.
janitors
Among those here to address the
gathering are George T. Mortimer of
the United States Realty company or
Edward J Murphy of
New York;
Springfield, Mass.; Henry C. Tulley
of St. Louis; Charles J. Fuess of Uti-ca- :
George Oppenlander of Denver;
E. N. Hill ct Buffalo, and Charles F- McBride of Pittsburg.
MOTORCYCLE CONTESTS
Buffalo, N. Y., July 10 The palmy
day3 of the League of American
Wheelmen, when thousands of de
votees of (the old "high wheel" were

wont to gather for their annual na
tional assembly, will be recalled in
Buffalo this week by the national
meet of the Federation of American
Motorcyclists, which bids fair to become as widespread in its member
ship as the old organization which
flourished a quarter of a century ago.
The entire week is to be given up to
the meet. The arrival of the dele
gates, nearly all of whom are "chug- chugging" their way to the convention
city, many from points as far distant
as Boston and Chicago, will occupy
the first three days of 'the week. Be
ginning Thursday and continuing un
til Saturday night- tfliere will be busi
ness sessions, races, parades and
numerous features of entertainment
to keep the visitors busy.
-

EAGLES

Show me that let-

ter.
What letter?
Wife That one in your hand. It's
from a woman, I can see by the writing, and you turned pale when you
HuBhand

saw

it

Husband Yes.
rour dresmaker
Mall.

t--

"

rsx

Here

bill

it
New

Is.

It's
York

FOR DEMOCRATIC

FLOCK TO HOQUIAM.
Hoquiam, Wash., July 10. Hund-

reds of delegates, together with the
state officers are here attending the
state convention of the Fraternal
Order of Eagles. Today was devoted
to the reception of the visitors. The
convention parade will take place tomorrow and on Wednesday the gathering will close with the election of
officers.

CURES
OLD SORES

Every person afflicted with an old sore realizes, sooner or later,
that the ulcer exists because of bad blood; the character and condition
of the place depending on the nature of the blood infection. Virulent

impurities in the circulation produce angry, discharging ulcers, while
milder, inert germs, are usually manifested in the form of indolent
External treatment can never cure an
sores or dry, scabby places.
internal trouble, therefore no one should depend upon salves, washes,
lotions, etc., alone to cure a chronic sore. It is necessary to remove
the cause before the place can heri S.S.S. heals Old Sores by going
down into the circulation and removing the impurities and germs
which are responsible for the place. In addition to purifying the blood
S. S. S. enriches this vital fluid so that the irritated flesh around an old
sore is naturally and thoroughly stimulated, and a permanent cure
S.S. S. is
results, because every morbid influence has been removed.
the best of all blood purifiers and therefore a natural remedy. for old
Book on Sores and Ulcers and medical advice free. S.S.S.
sores.
Us sold at drug stores.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC C0 A TLANTA, CA.

TIGERS WILL CONTINUE TO REPRESENT METROPOLIS ON

WILSON
.BOTH

LAKES

AND

CLARK'S

STARS
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THOUSANDS

OF DOLLARS WORTH
SECURED
OF ADVERTISING
FOR NEW MEXICO

lunrnir hiiijw

.

In

a Pinch, Use Allen's

Foot-Eas- e

Ladles can wear shoes one size
smaller after using Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic powder for the feet It
makes tight or new shoes feel easy;
jives Instant relief to corns and bun
ions. It's the greatest comfort dis
covery of the age. Relieves swollen
feet, blisters callous and sorespots.
It is a certain relief for sweating,
tired, tender, aching feet. Always use
It to break in new shoes, Sold everywhere, 25c. Don't accept any substitute. For FREE trial package address
Allen R Olmsted, Le ,Roy, N. Y.

.
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result from the recent Post Card Day
and the hearty response of the peo
ple to Governor Mills' "Call of New

Mexico" are beginlng to come In. In
addition ot the great advertisement
resulting from approximately a million post cards, folders and newspa
pers which were sent out on June
22, the day has - attracted attention
all over the country. During the past
week twelve of the great newspapers
of the country have printed column
articles telling about the awakening
in New Mexico as shown by post
card day, All of the St Louis paper
on Sunday morning, July 2, published lengthy articles about New
Mexico's big" boosting movement and
tlmilar articles have appeared in the
newspapers in Chicago, Kansas City,
Memphis, Louisville, Nashville, New
Orleans and in a great many newspapers in smaller cities. Town Devel
opment, one of the most extensively
circulated advertising magazines of
the country, has asked for a lengthy
article" on Post Card Day, and a number of other development and advertising journals have requested similar
articles. Altogether it is estimated
conservatively that .these newspapers
and magazine articles will reach an
addltonal million people. To have
obtained this advertising at spaco
rates would have cost New Mexico
from' 13,000 to $4,000. The Post Card
Day results have demonstrated what
can be accomplished by united action.

tah ii open
lu lu

iHpcoir nun

The

Albuquerque, N. M., July lo.

DIS-

HEW WAISTS IK

PLAY OF

SUCCESS

BELIEVED TO BE ON
THE WANE

The recent rumor
Washington, July 10. An eastern
which came from St Louis that the political writer who has achieved
a enough renown to enable him to atAmerican League contemplated
shake-ula Its circuit, whereby De- tach his signature to all his work
ficit as a baseball town was to be has these two paragraphs In an artiwiped off the map, the Tigers to e cle discussing the presidential situont tc St Louis to take the place of ation for 1912:
the Browns, and the latter team to )e It looks as if WllBon has passed h s
transferred to Pittsburg or soive zenith, and, with the publicity opAmerican association city, caused portunity of the Jersey legislature
more or lees gossip around the dif- pasf would retire Into desuetude
ferent league circuits, but that the The Harmon campaign is well fistory was made of whole cloth was nanced, urgently pushed and vouched
for If th great majority of Demoevident on the face of it.
If such a move became a reality cratic politcians. It looks more like
there would be one of the liveliest lit Harmon now than in six months past.
tle baseball wars this country ever The politicians are setting things
has had. If, for example, the Browns up In a way that points more and
were transerred to Pittsburg, as was more Harmonward, provided the polione of the angles to the rumor, the ticians get to the convention
These two paragraphs give a ?ooa
National league certainly would be up
in arms and demand an explanation insight into the Washington situation
from B. B. Johnson's1 circuit. There It has been pointed out man times
is at present an agreement between that Washington has a wonderful efthe two major leagues that neither fect on the point of view. Constitu
shall invade the territory of the other encies which marvel in thj sudden
whe
It is not prob changes in representatives
without permission.
so
before
well
election,
would
promised
National
able that the
league
permit entrance of its rival In either might be more lenient coutd they
the
Pittsburg or Cincinnati without put- understand the influences whlCi
encounters. For Instance,
ting up a hard fight This would ap- newcomer
in
ply in the case of the American league it is a strong willed insurgent,
should the older body make up its deed, who is not convinced after a
mind to enter either Detroit or Cleve short stay In Washington that insurland. Another angle to the rumor gency was a flash In the pan and
was that Johnson's circuit purposed that the only true allegiance Is to
entering the 'field now In the hands the regular party organization.
Washington, being unable to see
of the American association."
When President Johnson was asked beyond the hills which encircle the
about the stories he laughed right out city and consequently being ignorant
loud and any one who knows Johnson of what is going on out in the big
is aware of the fact that only funny world beyond, has proceeded to elim
stories cause him to break his digni inate Woodrow Wilson from the run
one never
In Washington
ning.
fied attitude.
Mr. Johnson did not come right out hears "if Wilson can be beaten." It
and say that the party who started is always "now that Wilson is out
the yarn on, its publicity trip lied, but of it"
All of wh'.ch goes to show that the
he insinuated as much. He declares
New
Jersey governor Is not popular
most emphatically that the subject
never had been broached to him and with the democratic party as it is
he figured he would have something represented in the capital. There is
to say about any change before it one big grievance against the
of Princeton. He is a prowas made. Perhaps the email attend
The democrats want the
ance at the Browns' park, on account gressive.
And It Is pointed ut that with
Jobs.
of their standingin the league race,
Wilson in the White Uo ib? a republig:ive meat for the story, but it wa3 so
raw that it certainly could not be di- can who had proved efficient anl
honest would have more than an even
gested with the usual grain of salt.
There is no question that something rhance of holding his place. Then,
and something radical, will have to be too, Wilson has not always been "regvotdone in an effort to strengthen ular." He is accused of having
ed for McKinley and for Roosevelt.
team
before the American
Hedges'
So the "practical poiticians" of the
league magnates will make even exdemocratic
party have proceeded to
penses while in the Mound City. The
count Doctor Wilson out. It is adgood showing of the Cardinals has
New Jersey governor
weaned most of the former ardent mitted that the
with the country, but his
is
popular
supporters of the Browns, and a
enemies are confident of their ability
strong team In Hedge's park will be to fix
things.
before
can
be induced
necessary
they
Some of those who are opposed to
to return. Instead of thinking of inWoodrow Wilson are talking about
vading Pittsburg or Cincinnati, the
most of the genu
American league will see that some Champ Clark, but
ine Clark sentiment, as in the case
thing is done for Manager Bobby Wal- of
Wilson, is out in the states, not
lace and his misfit crew.
in Washington. It is for the gover
A baseball war is a thing to be
nor of Ohio that the real wires are
dreaded. It costs huge sums of money
being
pulled. On paper it figures
and the one of ten years ago was a
out beautifully for the Buckeye State's
lesson to those who know the game
man. "Favorite sons" are to be the
and follow it as a means of earning a
catspaws to pull the chestnuts out
fortune. This would be the ultimate of the
fire for Harmon.
outcome if the American league InOf course Harmon will be given
vaded any of the National league cithe delegation from his own state as
ties.
a nest egg Then the big New York
President Johnson expressed himdelegation will be Instructed for
self aa follows regarding the story: Governor Dix as a
compliment to the
"There is no more possibility bf the
Empire State executive. When the
shakeup in the American time comes, however, New York
league than there is of the world com- will be expected to move over into
ing to an end this minute. I don't the Harmon ranks.
know what inspired any one to be the
Tom Taggart is said to have fixed
wuttior of a yarn of that kind. eDtroit
things in Indiana so that he will
right now is one of the best paying control a delegation instructed for
cities in the circuit, and we have no Governor Marshall, but ready to
complaint 'to make of the way we are jump to Harmon whenever Taggart
being treated by itlhe St Louis fans. gives the word. Massachusetts
is
We have not' made, nor will we make,
expected to instruct for Governor
any change in. the circuit- In the first Fos8 with the understanding that
place it Is not possible for us to go the Bay State's real candidate Is the
into Pittsburg or any other National Ohio man.
league city without the consent of
Illinois is to be looked after by
that league.
Roger Sullivan, and Senator Watson
The fans around the country may will take care of West Virginia.
therefore take It for granted that Then with these powerful states as
there will be no charge. They also a foundation, the rest of the country
may take it for granted if the Ameri will be told that if the democratic
can league does change Its mind and party hopes for success it had betInvade its rival's territory ttiere will ter listen to the voice of reason and
be a war which will be a war.
obey the wishes of the Important
doubtful northern states.
commltee appears to
Harmon's
DAKOTA TENNIS TOURNEY
have
of
money. Agentss are at
plenty
Grand Forks, N. D., July 10. The
work in every state, and "plate matannual lawn tennis tournament to de- ter"
singing the praises of the Ohio
cide the North Dakota championships man Is being sent to weekly demoopened on the Town club courts here cratic papers throughout the country.
today with an entry list that gives
NIAGARA FALLS RACES
promise of some keen competitions.
Niagara Falls, Ont., July 10. The
The play will continue until the end
of tiie week and simultaneously with initial meeting of the Niagara Falls
Racing Association opened on the
the state titles will be decided the new
half-mil- e
course here today and
Red River Valley championships.
wl'.l continue for six days.
Chicago, July 10.

.

WAS A HUGE

NOMINATION

FRANCHISE

ATHLETES CONFIDENT OF
WINNING HONORS

a preliminary

Wife Wretch!

LOSE ITS DALL

ATTRACTIVE

AH EXCEPTIONALLY
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There was never a time when
waists presented bo many features of
interest. Some of the most fascinatconing effects are shown dainty
which
ceits in designs and trimming
cannot fail to be hailed with enthusiasm by women who love, pretty
x
things.
The tendency is rather towards
elaborate styles but those who adhere,

to simDler models will find many
waists of linen marked with
new ideas in them
some innovation either trimming or in the model itself.
alsor-tailo- red

Values are exceptionally good manufactures have
put especially find materials into this season's
products and prices an more moderate than usual
. You will never have a better opportunity than this to acquire
the most charming of new waists for your very own and at
most attractive prices.
,

Dainty Lingerie Waists

Tailored Linen Waists

An excellent variety of the
newest and best models made

There is no garment as
popular and practical as the
Tailored Waist.
We have a good variety of
the most desirable models in
tailored waists, made from
fine Linen and attractively
trimmed.
Especially priced
for the next few days:

from the sheerest of fabrics
neatly and tastefully trimmed
with Lace and Embroidery,
and heavier material for
those who desire them that

are just as attractive.
2.75 to 3.00 values for
2.00 to 2.25 values for
1.50 to 1.75 values for

1.95
1.45

4.50 to 5.00 values for

3.45

3.25 to 3.50 values for 2.50
3.00 values for 1.95

e,

RUSSIA'S

ESTABLISHED

186&

DREADNOUGHT

St. Petersburg, July 10 The Pol
tava, the second battleship of the
dreadnought type to be built for the
Russian navy, was successfully
launched today. The Poltava is a
sister ship of the Sevastopol, which
was launched several weeks ago.
Each ship has a displacement of 23,- 000 tons and is designed to have a
speed of 23 knots an hour.
KING HOLDS LEVEB,
Dublin, July 10. The third day of

the royal visit to Ireland began this

COM I NO!
E M F "3o"
Flanders "20"
ARE YOU INTERESTED ?

morning with a levee held by the
king at Dublin castle. This afternoon
to the
their majesties paid
Leopardstown race course.

Phone riain 60
and arrange for demonstration date

What has become of the
ed eplnster who used to envfy married
n

Baking Powder Biscuits

CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agent,
Laa
New
Vegas.

Mexico.

Light as a Feather
Mrs.
Janet McKenzie Hill, Editor of
By
the Boston Cooking School Magazine
BakingPowder Biscuits made by this
recipe are so far ahead of ordinary baking powder biscuits that, if once tried,
you will never use any other recipe.
Try it the next time you run short of
bread. Save this recipe.
29

m

GROSS, HELL Y

&

CO.

(Incoporated)

WHOLESALE GROCERS

and Dealers In
WOOL. HIDES and PELTS
BAIN, WAGONS
C Balded Powder Biscuits
to
Three cups flour;
cup shortening; 3 level tcaspoonfuls K C Baking
Powc'er; about 1 cup milk or water; I
teaspoon ul salt.
Sift three times, the flour, salt and
baking powder. Work Into the flour the
shortening, using lard or butter for
shortening. Then mix to a very soft
dough with the milk. The softer the
biscuit enters the oven, the lighter it
cotnesout. Never knead baking powder
biscuits; press the dough into shape and
roll lightly. Cut in small shapes and
bake on a sheet or very shallow pan iu
a hot oven. In placing biscuits in the
pans place wel' apart, not allowing edges
to touch. Small biscuits are better than
brge ones. Large biscuits do not have
the proper amount of time to raise and
bake.
Have you seen the new K C Cook's Book?

Brimful of ftppetizintj recipes that simply must
be successful every time if the few simple directions are carefully followed. You would gladly
pay 50 cents for this valuable hook, yet we send
it absolutely free upon receipt of the colored "er-- t'
ficate packed in every
of K C Baking;
Powder. Jaoi'KS Mm. Co., Chicago. Small
cans do not have Cook's Book certificates.

RACINE VEHlCLES--

Jfii!

-S

SEVEN HOUSES
East Las Vegas, N M Albuquerque, N. M.
, Tucumcari N M
Corona, N. M.
Rowe, N. M Pecos,
nuiuau, Colorado
,
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FOUR CHOICE RECIPES

ON A SIDING

COLLEGE HANDICAP

CALENDAR
PRIVATE

1

HOW TO MAKE A CARROT PUDDING THAT IS DELICIOUS.

m

Mi

Full Instructions for the Concoction
of Chocolate Creams, Baking Pow
der Biscuits and Rye Gems.
Carrot Pudding. Boil sound car-tountil tender enough to mash to
a pulp, mjx
s
of a "pound
of this with half a pound of bread
crumbs, four ounces of suet minced
finely,
pound of stoned
raisins,
pound of currants, three ounces of sugar, three
eggs,
nutmeg grated, and
add sufficient milk to make the consistency of the mixture a thick batter.
It may be boiled or baked. If to be
boiled, put the mixture Into a buttered basin, tie It down with a cloth,
f
and boil for two and
hours;
if It Is to be baked, put it into a deep
pie dish, and bake for nearly an hour;
turn ft out of the dish and strew sifted sugar over It when serving.
Chocolate
three
Creams. Take
ounces of the best arrowroot, mix It
s
with about
pint of water, till It Is a smooth cream. Put
It Into a lined saucepan, add one
pound of white sugar, and boll for
about ten minutes, stirring all the
while, then take it from the Are and
stir until It begins to cool and set
Flavor with essence of vanilla and roll
Into litle balls, first buttering the
palms. Have some chocolate melted
over hot water and dip each ball la
this, using an ordinary hatpin to hold
the ball. Lay each separately on a
buttered paper or buttered , marble
slab to cooL
Baking Powder Biscuits. Mix and
sift twice two cupfuls of flour, four
teaspoonfuls of baking powder and
f
teaspoonful of salt Work In
two tablespoonfuls of butter with tips
s
of fingers and add gradually
of a cupful of milk, mixing
quickly with a caseknife. Cut out
.and bake in a quick oven.
Rye Gems. Mix an sift one cupful
of rye flour, one cupful of bread flour,
one-hateaspoonful of salt ond five
teaspoonfuls of baking powder. Add
two eggs well beaten, one cupful of
milk and two tablespoonfuls of molasses. Beat thoroughly, fill hot buts
full of the
tered gem pans
mixture and bake twenty-fiv- e
minutes
in a hot oven.

CABINET
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one-quart-

one-quart- er

one-hal-

IX riches are deslrablfe and
we are Justified In seeking
tlieiii an. but richea of mind and soul give
the reatst happiness and add the moat
to ha value of life.
,

three-quarter-

-

one-hal-

three-fourth-

lf

two-third-

(the national balloon race
The making and baking of a good
cake takes real skill, and we still from Kansas City.
Annual tourney of the Central
have much to learn about cake making. As there are two kinds of cake Roque association opens' at Philadel
mixtures, both difficult of prepara- phia.
tion, cakes with butter and those
Red River Valley tennis championwithout, it Is hard to decide which is ships at Grand Forks, N. D.
the easiest to make.
Connecticut tennis championships
Under butter cakes are cup and
The applicant for Position I am
a.
Litchfield, Conn.
Those
cakes.
without
butter
also a college graduate, sir
Tlli train la a local SX- pound
Dick Hyland vs. Andy Bezenah, 10
are
cakes.
the
sponge
people
Many
wer
a
was
The Merchant How long since
press. What made you think it
think a butter cake Is the most dif- rounds ,at Jeffereonville, Ind.
you graduated?
milk train?
ficult to make, but a delicately tex
Joe Mandot, vs. Boyo Drlsooll, 10
The Applicant About five years
Passenger Oh! because It stopped tured and tender sponge cake Is no rcunda at Memphis.
such
be
won't
That
The Merchant
so many times to water.
mean task to perform.
Willie Lewis vs. "Kid" Henry, 10
a handicap. I reckon you've forgottt'D
A few things to remember In cake
rounds, at Albany ,N.'Y..
nearly all you learned by this time
making:
CAUSE AND EFFECT.
'
Tuesday
One should have the best of Ingre
Grand circuit race meet
of
AT WEST POINT
Opening
dients.
Take great care in measuring and ing at Indianapolis.
(
ooo I
Open championship tournament of
combining ingredients.
An oven well regulated and cake Metropolitan Golf association at
carefully watched while baking.
N. J.
One of the most important esson- TuterTilaJiormJ intercollegiate track
tials In a successful cake is that the meet in London.
flour and baking powder is well mixed
Opening of trotting meetings at La
by several sittings. Once sifting the
flour and baking powder does not suf- Salle, 111., Canton, S. D., and Bay City,
ficiently mix them. An easy way to Mich.
sift any dry mixtures is to use two
Wednesday
sheets of paper large enough to hold
Connecticut State Golf association
the flour, and they may be quickly championships begin at Hartford.
handled and emptied into the sieve.
Opening of horse show at Winnipeg,
Creaming the butter is another im MatfT
Butportant process in cake making.
Thursday
ter should be creamed until It snaps
North Pacific International tennis
and cracks under the spoon.
In making a delicate white cake, chanvplonitfiips at Portland, Ore.
Opening of summer meeting of
only the whites are used, and they
Ur Vat ArrnrMns to these teStl- are beaten stiff and added the very Oklahoma City Jockey club.
mnniiiii wnr anti-fa- t
remedy la s last Cut and fold the white of the
race meeting
Opening of seven-dawonder. It seems to cause patients to egg In so that its lightness Is not al Winnipeg.
lose flesh rapidly, out your cuargw lost in the mixing.
Visitor My friend, where are the are exorbitant.
Friday
Add flour and milk or other liquids
officers' quarters?
Start of motor boat race from Hunt.
dear sir, the chargei alternately, a little at a time, beating
Dr.
My
Quack
nr.
n't think ttipr have any
riroriw
are the most strenuous part of tht well, as this is the stage when the fine Ington, L. I., to Marblehead, Mass.
All I've ever seen of theirs has been
treatment'
Saturday
grain Is made before the whites are
nickels!
race meeting
added.
Opening of seven-da- y
when at Windsor, Ont
Avoid overheating
butter,
MISUNDERSTOOD HER
SAD BUT TRUE
creaming It, or the texture of the cake
Regatta of Hudson River Amateur
is not as good.
Rowing association, New Tork City.
dif
In
a
combined
are
cakes
Sponge
ferent way. The flour Is added and Regatta of Southwestern Amateur
folded In after the eggs have been Rowing association at St. Louia,
beaten and the sugar Is added to
As a man says, perhaps it should bo
them.
A sponge cake needs a slow oven, a
but as hla wife says, It will be.
butter cake a moderate one.

hard-boile-

hard-boile-

d

All AROUND
VSNNL

Don't permit them near your food, especially milk.
Don't allow your fruits and confections to be exposed to the swarms
of files.

Don't let flies crawl over the baby's
nipple of its nursing bottle.

mouth and swarm

upon the

Clean up your premises inside and out, and then see that others do
Strike at the root of the evil. The housefly breeds In horse
manure, kitchen offal, and the like. Dispose of these materials in such a
the same.

that the house-flcannot propagate. Screen all windows and doors
and Insist that your grocer, butcher, baker and every one from whom
you buy food stuffs does the same. There ls more health in a well screened house than in many a doctors' visit
way

0

J

Wail M.
Q

BaWt

r
The
(Just regaining con
sciousness after being hit by an automobile) I was knocked out all right,
all right, but I'd like to have a return
prize-fighte-

match.

FINANCIAL
I

lf

J.

--

Doctor

-7

.nnp-hai-

one-hal-

if
M
lit

)

Has the doctor made

Weeks
nosis yet?
Winks No; but
an estimate.

I

a diag-

think he has

The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.
Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead," will surely get quick
success.

O

Telephone your Want Ads! to The Optic.

CABINET.
&

Mrs. Askitt Is your daughter learn
lng to play the piano by, note?
Mr. Newriche No, ma'am; I paj
cash for her lessons.

Ml

main 2

a time the appearance of
holiness is due to nothing
eiau but a lack of vitality.'
'

Choice Dainties.
These dishes are too expensive,

some of them, to prepare for every
day, but when entertaining our friends
we like to have something a little out
of the ordinary and at the same time

Deviled Bones. Melt two tablespoonfuls of butter and add a
of chill sauce, one of walnut
catsup and one of Worcestershire
sauce, a teaspoon of made mustard
and a few grains of cayenne. Cut four
small gashes In the legs, wings and
second joints of a cooked chicken.
Sprinkle with salt, pepper and dredge
with flour. Cook In the butter and
sauces until well browned. Pour on
a half cup of hot stock, simmer five
minutes, sprinkle with chopped pars
ley and serve.
two
Deviled
Almonds. Blanch
ounces of almonds, fry In butter, using
enough to keep the almonds from
burning. Mix a tablespoon each of
chutney, Worcestershire and two ta
' Claudle Was all the disciples truth blespoonfuls
of chopped pickles, seaful men?
son with salt and pepper and pour
Teacher Certainly, Claudle.
over nuts. Serve with oysters.
Claudle Well, that's funny.. Pa
Fig Cups. Stuff half a pound of the
says that fishermen never tell th pulled figs with chopped salted al
truth.
monds. Put two tablespoonfuls of
sugar, a teaspoonful of lemon juice
and half a cup of orange juice In a
THE ONLY THING TO DO
chafing dish. When the mixture is
hot add the figs, turning and basting
often. Cook until tender and serve
with lady fingers.
Peach Canapes. Fry circular pieces
of sponge cake in butter until deli
canned
Drain
browned.
cately
with powdered
peaches, sprinkle
sugar, a few drops of lemon juice and
a grating of nutmeg. Melt a table-spoonful of butter, add the peaches
and when heated serve on the cake,
Cheese Sandwiches. Grate cheese
and mix with cream, a dash of red
pepper and salt Spread on circular
pieces of bread that have been but
tered; place in pairs and saute in a
little butter until brown. Turn on
both sides until well browned and
serve hot
Almonds If cooked, after blanching,
in a little butter until brown, then
sprinkled with salt and red pepper,
a
way of serving them.
Teacher Who went into the ark? make pleasing
Bobby I s'doss everybody did that
ildn't have umbrellas.
.

PDone

ANY

table-spoonf-

-

Some habits one shoujd want to break and
all bad habits are bad to keep.

MEN

well-llke- d.

When making sweet croquettes add

finun of Rlea.
Put a half cupful of washed rice
Into boiling water and cook' for 12
and
or 15 minutes. Drain off the water
' .
stock. Boil un- o
white
nf
ouu
jj "
iii m- ,- rrm hnnnmeB tender. Strain,
of
return to the fire. Beat the yolks
two eggs Into half a cupful of cream.
Add to the soup and stir for a minute,
does not come
heing careful that it taste
and serve
to
Serce
to a boll.
at once.

Keep the files away from the Milk.
Don't a'lov files In your house.

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit that
will help people to get what they want when
they want it.

OPEN THE CASE

FORCE OF HABIT

a little sugar to the crumbs In which
the croquettes are to be rolled.

Sweet Milk and 8oda. Y
Many cooks look on in horror If you
use soda In sweet milk, but in this
roMna for devil's food it can be used
cup sweet milk,
successfully: One-hathree-fourth- s
cup grated chocolate,
cun brown sugar. Put this
f
,on stove and let come to a boll, then
cup Dutter. juei
pour It over one-hal-f
this cool, then add one cup brown
f
cup sweet milk,
sugar and
two well beaten eggs and 2V4 cups
flour. Now add one level tea
spoon of soda, dissolved in hot water.
Bake 90 minutes.

be no flies.

y

d

Celery can be much improved by
soaking It for an hour In ice cold wa
ter in which a lemon has been
squeezed.
Scratches on polished wood. If not
'too deep, can be removed by rubbing
gently with fine sandpaper and then
with a mixture of olive ol and vine
gar.
If you desire to serve a baked fish
whole, and have It stand upright on
the platter, put a carrot inside the fish
before cooking and It will remain In
position.
When making lemonade one of the
lemons may be peeled and run through
.a meat chopper with a small piece of
the peel. This will give the lemonade
a delightful piquant flavor.

-

War to the death should be declared upon the little pest His
presence Ls a disgrace. His touch may be deadly. Either man most kill
the fly or the fly will kill the man. If there is no dirt and filth there will

-

Salmon Tlmbales.
very fine the white of six
eggs that were put In ice
water as soon as they were done. This
keeps them from darkening. It is
best to run the whites through a vegetable press to get them fine enough.
Mix to a paste with six heaping teaspoons of fresh salmon, boiled, allowed to get cold, then minced with
a silver knife. Season the mixture
with onion juice, butter, celery salt
and paprika, moisten with two tablespoons of white sauce and stir up
lightly with the whites of three eggs
whipped stiff. Turn the paste Into but
tered napkins, set in a shallow pan of
boiling water and bake (covered) 20
minutes in a quick oven. Run a knife
around the Inside of each nappy to
loosen the tlmbale; reverse carefully
upon a heated platter, pour a rich
First Cannibal I don't see why
drawn butter about 'them and sift the
yolks (powdered) all over there should be so much talk about
that story of Jonah and the whale,
them and serve.
Second Cannibal Neither do I; you
and I have swallowed men ourselves.
Mince

Opening of meeting of Niagara
Faila Racing association, Niagara
Falls, On.
of
National meet of Federation
American Motorcyclists at Buffalo.
Annual
Congress of American
Whist league opena at Niagara Falls,

Ont
Start of

Cake Making.

r.j,..i.,

Wherever He Goes Death and Disease
May Follow.

Monday

three-quarter-

one-quart-

Beware of the Dangerous Housefly

OF SPORTS
FOR THE WEEK

READ for PROFIT
Use for ResulU

SOME REASONS WHY

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
They work directly on the KIDNEYS,
BLADDER and URINARY PASSAGES,
and their beneficial effect is felt from the
start For BACKACHE, KIDNEY and
BLADDER TROUBLE, RHEUMATISM
CONGESTION of the KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the BLADDER and
annoyingURINARY IRREGULARITIES
they exercise a permanent benefit.
TONIO IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
O. G. SCHAEFER
Red Cross Drug Co.

NOTICE

FOR

PUBLICATION

Territory of New Mexico,
County of San Miguel.
In the District Court.
Joe Hollis, Plaintiff,
No. 7209
vs.
Fred Hern, Defendant,
The Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad f Company, Garnishee, Defendant.
Fred
.The said defendant,
Hern, is hereby notified that a suit
has been commenced against him by
Joe Hollis, plaintiff in the District
Court of San Miguel county, Territory
of New Mexico, being cause No. 7209
on the docket of said court, wherein
the said plaintiff, Joe Hollis, seeks
to recover the sum of Fifty ($50.00)
Dollars due the said plaintiff by the
said defendant for and on account ot
room, lodging and board furnished the
said defendant by the said plaintiff.
That unless you enter, or cause to
be entered, your appearance in said
cause on or before the
day of
August, A. D. 1911, Judgment by default will be entered therein against
t,

,

14-t-

YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE

THE full Associated

FOR THE OPTIC

Press report Is printed

HONEST presentation

of daily happenings

PVERYTHINQ decent to print goes into
the paper.

OUR

progressive merchants advertise in
columns.

PEOPLE generally read the paper and why
you.

THE best asset a town

can have is a live

events are
INTERESTINGweek.

cnronicled

six

COURAGE Is a feature of its editorial

The Optic, ISc a Week by Carrier,

Per Year by Hail, $6.00

you.

Plaintiff's attorney ls W. J. Lucas,
whose post of flee address ls Bast Ias
Vegas, New Mexico.
JOHN JOERNS.
(Seal)
...
Clerk.
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'of his served trfbjitexrf reflect to the man Jy)n their less distinguished descend
i
who has ben our, triond for complete ants. ; '
rulership.
But in tibia plan Mr. Jones was de fairness is ullibat Kewt. Mexico could
Perhaps it la never Wise for a news
tected and he failed. The Oytic and ask. Complete fairness is iaon than paper to suggest to tta rceadera any
other papers of New Mexico which, are she receives from several of her own manner ror tne investment pr e their
watchful in the interests of the people sons.
surplus funds for the f pujrpose ot
and have "kept & careful eye on the
Senator Smith, New Mexico salutes steering them on their way, to a for' 1
aftairs of statehood at the national you.
tune. But the best' of
pies bare their
' o
capital, made known the intentions
exceptions, so no compunction is felt
ItiAi.eadeA'the-'personallt-

,

ESTABLISHED

-

'
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NEW YORK STOCK'EXCHANGE
New York, July 10. General Im-

KANSAS CITY. LIVE STOCK
'Kansas City, July 10. Cattle ReMarket steady to
ceipts' 10,000.
strong. , Beeves $4.806.75; southern
steers $3.406.75; southern cows and
heifers $2.5004,25; ;natlre cows and
and
hetfera' $2..256.25.-vJetockerfeeders $2.504.75; bulls I2.7&8
4. 75;
calves $3.506.00; western
steers $4.506.25; western cows $2.50

in the stock market resultuie
air. jones, wno, aner CHEER UP, MONEY'S EASY under the circumstances in calling at- provement
from
ed
today's reports of better crop
tention to a plan to accumulate a forseeing that few would come to her
received earlier in the
conditions
him. In his efforts at a professional ' Above all other
tune
Is as safe and sure as has
experts in the prem- ever that
week. Toward noon the market beeven
and
those
that
been devised.
fejv ises, Ihe active bankers are the mor
,
Enteral at the Postoffloe at East erplanation
came less active. Lackawanna JumpA church and the town of Gothen,
s
Las Vegaa, New Mexico, for transmis dejiarted unconvinced, gave up tijs adept In feeling the pulse of the
ed 13 points, more than making up
task
and
took
another.
J
sion through the United States Mails
world. Included in the latter Mass., ia which the church Is located Saturday's heavy loss. Bonds were firm
aa second class matter.
It was not long after the failure f
have suddenly had
considerable
category are the agricultural and all
While the report of unfilled tonnage
meetMr. Jones'
'
wealth
thrust
them
public
upon
through the by the United States Steel corpora4.50.
other activities In the country that
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
of this cheme. And this is
ing in Las Vegas that he scurried have any
oieration
Market
of
12,000.
on
the
been
had
Recedpta
than
was
DAILY B7 CARRIER
bearing
much better
Hogs
prospeiity
how that wealth was developed. When tion
away again to Washington. This time its
5 cents lower. Bulk of sales
to
of
an
Increase
people. The bankers are the f
05
steady
Per Copy
showing
he had changed his plans. Before,
one of the residents of the town and expected,
15
One Week
heavy $0.356.50;
diagnosticians of the conditions
nearly 250,000 tons, the statement $6.4066.60;
65 he had wanted statehood. if he could that
One Month
in every mart. This is a parishioner of the church in ques pioved to have been well discounted. packers and butchers
$6.406.&5;
prevail
own
on
it
a
terms
One Year
tion
with
and
his
died
some
get
time back, he laid aside
..7.60
true because they conduct the meSteel was lights $6.356.55.
States
of
United
The
price
a fund of $100, which with Ms accum
constitution itliat would suit his needs
(DAILY BY MAIL
Market
diums through which all the exchang5,000.
79
for the best figure of the foreSheep Receipts
ulations was to be divided among the
One Year
$6.00 and ends. But now he does
es In the world of trade are made.
Muttons $3.504.25; lambs
showed
noon.
The
market
steady.
generally
Six Months
8.00 it at all. It would fit better with the
And there Is nothing
of gloom church and town lust one hundred ccnslderable firmness but was very $C.007.1O; fed wethers and yearlings
career he has mapjed out for himself
' '
v
in years from the lime the will was pro dull. Last sales were: .
over
bankers
outlook
the
among the
;
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
$4.505.75; fed western ewes $2.50
if statehood should be refused.
bated. That time limit expired the
Is
even
if
business
there
4.00.
the
69
world,
;V
GROWER
Amalgamated Copper
For Mr. Jones has reasoned that it
on the part of the other day. The town of Gothen and American Beet Sugar, bid.... i. 117
much
shouting
One rear
.....$2.00 was the republican party that promisalarmists and pessimists that the dry the church had $20,000 to divide be- Atchison
l.OO
Six Months
.1124
ed statehood to New Mexico not only
tween them.
weather which has been so general has
RIO GRANDE
136 4 SWOLLEN
Grea Northern, pfd
itin
In
the
the
Mall
in
for
Advance
campaign
territory
(Cash
about ruined the nation's agri
109
York Central
just
New
Subscriptions.)
self, but in the national convention
. . . .132
Northern Pacific
Remit by draft, check or money ol the party, in the halls of congress cultural prospects. Of course, these A FEARLESS NEWSPAPER
DRIDOES
DESTROYS
159
Reading
order. If sent otherwise we will not and in tihe message of a president. cries of distress are far from being
facts as yet. But the hollering about
oe responsible for loss.
121
The relation between the business Southern Pacific
And now, after all these promises, if
hard times is one of the
Specimen copies free on application.
prospective
Pacific
Union
1...187
office and the editorial rooms of a
be can subly bring about the defeat
ABOVE EL PASO TRESTLES AT
most successful ways of bringing them
78
AT of
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
Is a matter of the great United States Steel
newspaper
he sees his chance' for Into
statehood,
CANUTILLO AND CHAMBER-INnot
is
even
if there
118
existence,
THE EXPIRATION OP TIME
est interest to the Dublic and has United States Steel, pfd
success. Then, he and his band of
GO OUT
PAID FOR.
much excuse for them.
been under discussion not only
political wreckers believe it will be
The bankers are smllling at these long
STOCK
LIVE
CHICAGO
in newspaper circles, but in public
are guaranteed the possible to set false ligbis, m. tihe
Advertisers
dire predictions. , They know differChicago, July 10. Cattle Receipts
largest daily and weekly circulation snore ana lure tne snip or state upon
El Paso. Tex.. July 10. High water
places.
ently. In certain localities scattered
of any newspaper in Northeastern the rocks where It will
2C.000. Market steady to 10 cents lowShould
the
business
info
of
a
interest
destroyed portidns of bridges
today
easily fajll
New Mexico.
throughout the country there are go- newspaper
er. Beeves $4. 85 6. 90; Texas steers across the Rio Grande at Tjanutillo
editorial
its
his. hands. Then, with Mr. Jones and
shape
policy?
ing to be crop failures this year, but If so, to what extent?
those about bimi dictating what should even
and Chamberino, N. M.V in the upper
Should the $4.606.00; western steers $4.25
MONDAY, JULY 10, 1911.
effect locally is not going editorial
their
5 90; stackers
and feeders $3.25 valley. The west end of the Chambe
bo done, another campaign for statepolicy
entirely
Independ
to be very extensive.
If thero was ent
of the business? If so how long 5.20; cows and heifers $2.355.80; berino bridge was washed but and
hood would be commenced a cam
that portended an agricul can a
anything
SACRIFICING A STATE
one fifty-fonewspaper meet its financial calves $5.757.50.
span of the 'canutillo
paign in which the Interests of Mr. tural calamity of nation wide scope,
Hogs 37,000. , Market steady to 5 bridge is gons. The river' Is not as
obligations
Jones would be safeguarded and innot only iu the
Lights $6.356.82; high here as it was fast week, and
They would slay the state to make sured and In whiich the people would money would be tight,
day some news item comes cents lower.
United States and ipart(oularly at to Every local
mixed
a 'political holiday!
heavy, $6.20
the
force
in
editorial
the
$6.356.92;
there has been no floOdN damage exreceive only that which the veriest this time when
the agriculturists rooms that to some extent at
A. A. Jones and those whom he has
rough $.206.40; good to cept to bridges, and that Is mostly
6.77;
least,
necessity compelled them to be given. need money to move their
crops and affects a subscriber or an advertiser. choice heavy $6.406.92;
pigs due to the crumbling of the banks.
gathered about him to help with his
The people of New Mexico in gen
schemes of perpetual politics have eral or of Las Vegas, Mr. Jones' home tide them over, but also all over the If a publisher is to print the news $lM06.60; bulk of sales $6."55
secretly unsheathed the lethal knife city, in particular, do not condemn world. The reverse is just the case. without partiality,
without fear or 6.75.
The uniform success that has ai
Money Is easy. That's why the ban24,000.
Market
of duplicity, stolen with stealthy tread him too
Sheep Receipts
he
must
of
favor,
for
for
necessity offend
the desire
severely
the use of Chamberlain's Colic,
to the cradle of statehood at Wash- power and personal greatness that kers are smiling at the reports ttiat one occasionally, for people will take weak; to 10 cents lower. Native $3.00 tended
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy has
times
are
to
be
in
the
bad
going
4.70; western. $3.004. 80; yearlings made it a favorite everywhere. It can
ington and with one hand have has actuated him and spurred him in
offense if anything appears in the
4.25
fondled the Infant New Mexico while the course that he has taken. ' It Is United States In the immediate fu paper in oppositon to their views, or $4.405.50; lambs, native
always be depended upon. For sale
by all druggists.
the other Ihand was slipped beneath the means he has employed, the way ture.
that reflects on themselves or their 00; western $4.757.10.
An eiaDorate ana autnontatlve re- friends.
the coverlid, treacherously seeking that he has gone about the task that
view of the money situation throughthe vital spot to strike the fatal blow. he has set himself.
A newspaper can only avoid ofSprains require careful treatment,
ST. LOUIS WOOL
out
the world is contained in the our- - fense to the public officeholders and
a
And then, thinly disguised as
keep
quiet and apply Chamberlain's
10.
Wool
Market
Ambition is the fuel that should feed
St.
Louis,
July
ien. issue of The Commercial & Fin others in the limelight by being abLiniment
freely. It will remove the
friend of the people, he and his band the flame of
progress in the soul of ancial Chronicle, one df the most
steady. Territory and western me soreness and quickly restore the parts
of political buccaneers have come back every man. Desire for
solutely negative and
diums 1719; fine mediums
power,, for conservative
to a healthy condition. For sale by
of this when
publications
to smile and nod and 'hire halls and wealth and for
any differences arise or any fine 1114.
all druggists.
position are common character.
This
review
shows
that
and make excuses striving- to and normal with us all. When ambipublic policy is questioned.
money is easy In every financial cen-e- r
hide tlieflr brunette actions beneath a tion leads
In public matters
newspaper that
along the proper course,
In the entire world and it con
blonde coating of seeming good in- when power, wealth and
no
will
offense
have no influgives
position are cludes with this paragraph:
tentions.
ence. It can make no friends, if it
justly obtained and as justly and fair
"In New York (the financial barom- makes no enemies. If it is on both
But with the return to New Mexico ly employed, then
they are beenflcial, eter of the United States) the
o members of that stalwart little band desirable and
money sides of the public questions at iscommendable.
market has afforded not the faintest sue, or on neither Side, It will be
of actual workers in the cause of
But when a man, in order that fie clue
that one of the most Important spewed out being; neither hot nor
statehood has come a clear and per- may
gratify his own desires or gain
fect understanding of Mr. Jones and his own ends, sets deliberately about points of the year is at hand. In other cold.
an advertiser gets
Jiis associates in this statehood hold the sacrificing of the interests of words, interest rates have not advanc
.Occasionally
up, a perfect knowledge of what they those who have, by his own fair ed nor has there 'been any noticeable mixer up in the police court," or in
broadening of the inquiry for aooom the divorce court or in some other
did and what they tried to 'do and words, been led to
place in him at
a perfect insight into their motives least a portion of their trust, and when modation. It will thus be seen that way, he, or his friend, becomes the
the second half of 1911 opens under person mentioned In such a newspa-pein other words it has been mode en- he twists his
phrases to mean one very favorable
monetary conditions
deliberateitem and It is not uncommon in
tirely ptein just why they
thing in New Mexico and another in
ihe editorial department to have the
ly set about betraying the cause that Washington crying for bread with throughout the world."
This doesn't look very much like request made
for the
suppresevery true citizen of New Mexico owes his lips and at the same time dump
hard times were at hand. Kr,d
name for
the
it to hi3 state, his neighbors and him- ing stones into the bread-bo- x
or
sion
of
the
item,
with his
speaking New Mexico never the sake of the business.
self to aid.
hands dt is when such condition
was in better shape. Local bankers
Mr. Jones considers nothing so un- comes about that ambition
It is not uncommon for big cor
and de- have advices that
agricultural condi porations to run a line of advertise-infortunate as that he is the leader of sire for wealth, power and
position tions are bad In other states, fn Ohio
a faction which is in the minority. become an open menace. This
all over the county to curry
men
Being in the minority teas robbed Mm ace it is the duty of every right mind- for instance they are shipping out. favor with the newspapers and to
1-2
'Sheep and cattle as fast as they can soften or avoid muckraking articles.
ot tihe power that (he craves, the In- ed citizen to oppose, and the
people get cars, because the
hare
have
office
pastures
for
long
fluence that Is so essential to the suc- ol New Mexico understand-anCandidates
will been
On all Wool Skirts, Voiles, Sera failure. Sheep are even beir!; known the use of this mild form of
cessful carrying out of his personal perform' that duty.
On all Ladies Tailored Suits
'
'
out there at 65 cents a head. bribery and V, ler a strong and inde
ges, Mohairs, Novelties., rt Your
schemes. Yet Mr. Jones IS in the
The people of New Mexico cannot shipped
And
local
the
to
nrestricted choice.
have
bankers
$17.50
further
wnose
$8.50
euiuinui
KNOWS
and
newspaper
he
he is. be easily hoodwinked,
minority,
they .are, not advices that the people of Ohio are pendent
measure influsome
not
in
is
end
Hence, this wily politician and Mr. by double-dealinto be turned 'aside not
yet discouraged at the outlook.
enced by this movement through the
Jones is nothing M not a wily politt from the noble purpose of
Manchester Percale
making this
So why should the people of Las business office.
clan has set himself about the task commonwealth a
scintillating sta id Vegas and New Mexico look blue and
15 per cent off all.
After all what is it but a mild bribof altering the conditions that exist. the galaxy of states.
all shades and
in.
36
They know their prate about hard times. It would be
Percale,
,
ery?
Shrewd to a degree that makes him rights, they know their minds and
well to wait until they arrive before
a fine selection af patterns
A low grade of newspaper will go
look away beyond the border-linof their way is marked clear.
tears
of
business
And
any
are
distress
shed.
out
tjo.
sometimes
get
what is right and just and fair in the
Mr. Jones will fail he has already
laying of plans to bring about the ends failed. But it is the history of all the 'bankers are sure that nothing ap- through its editorial work. Public
he has la view, and possessing a things that those who have tried and proximating them are due for this men are often held up for large or
year.
small sums by the threats of these
knowledge of the people and their failed will some day try again- o
Advertisers are often
newspapers.
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lot of folk who crave the pos because of business interests?
wliplo
"THE'' ST O H E OF QUALI
S
515-51- 7
himself or his political pi ess, both of whom have returned session of a bank roll of
goodly pro
enthusiastic
over
the
of
prospects
office.
in
creatures
Once let him get
portions at some period of their existNever leave home on a journey
Railroad
a ronstltution that he could remodel early statehood, unite In the opinion ence on this mundane
a bottle of Chamberlain's Cowithout
It
sphere.
Smith
has
that
Senator
been
fair
and
Avenue
It
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
pud a legislature ha could control and
In all things connected vHth comes from the New England states, lic,
needed and
be
to
certain
almost
is
"Possf Jones jivould become an abso- impartial
tbo admission of New Mexico Into as might be expected, where the stem cannot be obtained when on board
LAS VEGAS..
"-lute fionarcb. whose Bway would be
frugality that was forced on the Pil the cars or steamships. For sale by
handed down to his (political heirs the union as a state and The Optic grim fathers, still bobaup,ooo&6.knal- - all
druggists.
even after the inevitable scythe "of takes thia opportunity of paying a 'fie.

8

"Hisl-r.ee-

er-tal- n

not-wan- t

2

BOARD OF TRADE
anfl.
Chicago, July I0i General rains
CHICAGO

a prospect of cool weather resulted
today In sending the wheat market to

much lower levels. Cables, too, were
bearish. Liverpool sent word of a dis
issuposition to realize pending the
ance of the United States government report. September started at
to 1
cents,,
a loss of
iUround
tand skidded
90. General
commission and emulative selling
made corn heavy. September opened
1 to 1
cents off at 64 to 64, and
later held near 64. Oats sympathized with the weakness of other grains,
but had considerable support from local scalpers. September' started
45
io 45
of a cent easier,
to
ar.d receded to 43. Proilsions were
weak, first sales varied from' 5 cents
lower to 10 cents higher with September delivery at $15.70 for pork; $8.37
to $8.40 for lard and $8.45 for ribs.
Last quotations for the day were as
follows:
DecemWheat, Septtember

9090,

ber

Corn,

6S.

December

64;

September

Decern- -

Oats, September 46

ber

47.

January

Pork, September $15.72

-

'

'

90;

93.

$15.60.

Lard, September

blank;

January

$8.50;

January

$8.35.

1617;

Ribs, September

$8.1215.
METAL

YORK

NEW

New York, July 10. Lead dull $4.45
4 . 50 ; standard copper dull ; spot and
September 12.1012.30. Silver 53.
v

NEW YORK MONEY
New York, July 10. Call money 2
2

per cent; prime mercantile
Mexican dollars 45.

pa-

44.

per

LIVERPOOL COTTON.
Liverpool, July 10. Close. Cotton
spot in fair demand, 10 points lower.
American midd fair 8.36; good midd
8.04; midd 7.82; low midd 7.62; good
ordinary midd 7. 36; ordinary 7 ill.
Sales 8,000 bales.

si-ea-

1MBI
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WISE
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OLE
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Reductions in all Departments. Nothing Held in Reserve.

g

14 Oft

Olf

.

Off

1-- 3

On all Laces, Embroideries,
All Overs, Trimmings, Braids,
Galoons and Bandings.

g

.

Oxfords, Shoes
and Pumps

e

11c

$1.19

5

to-ha- re

Wlaf

ht

Boys' Summer Underwear
35c Union Suits and
suits per garment

'65e Balbriggan Union Suits
e
suits, per garment
and

crtt-11?-

C

bnj

te

$1.89

14

Off

two-piec-

48c
Ladies' Silk Hose
Pure Thread Silk Hose, wide
welt, triple splicing, $2.00 and
$2.25 .values,. now.,-

-

s.,;

$1.49

'

Off:

1-- 3

d Every thing in

Off
the- -

ii

.

Ready-tb-We-

ar

Garments for Women.

20 , per cent discount on
Suit

Cases, Traveling Bags
and Trunks.

TY"
Opposite

inM4 Iff

t..

r

ce

17c

1--

AU at

two-pie-

Casta neda

Hotel

n.m:

jr

I- -
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Phone Main

,v- -

'

t-

the east.

', -j

ficial from La Junta, is here on a
business trip.
Sheriff Ward of Quay county was
here yesterday from his home in
on official business.
Mrs. M. J.' Butler of Albuquerque,
a former resident of Las Vegas. Is
here for a visit to Mrs.
j. C. Brum- agen.
Stanley A. Foutz, a prominent young
attorney of Wagon Mound, la In Las
Vegas on court business before udge
KoDerts.
Mrs. I. Kansler

ADDITIONAL

of-

ri

."

LOCAL NEWS

Kansas City,
Mo, is visiting in Las Vegas, as the
guest of Mrs. Henry Levy, 824
of

Sev-ent-

street.

Colonel R. E. Twltchell went to Al
At the regular meeting of the Fra- buquerque last
night on legal business
ternal Brotherhood lodge this even- for the Santa Fe. He will be gone
ing officers will be Installed and a several days.
number of candidates will be initiCharles R. Easley, a prominent Sanated.
ta Fe attorney, arrived this afternoon
and will spend
time here look
Manager Roney of the Railroaders ing after legal business.
says that If a dry farm were to be
Mr. and Mrs J. C. Rex and daugh
started In one corner of Amusement ter. Geneva, left today for the headpork there need be no fear of rain waters, of , the Gallinas, where they
falling and interfering with baseball will enjoy a two weeks' outing.
Charles jTamme went this afternoon
during the remainder of the summer.
to attend
of the board of
Thomas Trader began working this trustees of .the New Mexico Miners'
morning as a clerk In the office of hospital,, of which he Is a member.
Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of the probate
Judge Clarence J. Roberts arrived
court.' Young Trader was employed this morning from his home in Raton
in the office last summer and the and will remain during the entire week
duties are not new to him.
hearing cases In his chambers on the
Mrs. E. L. Hammond was operated

upon this morning

at the Becker

itarium on the West side for

san-

appen-

dicitis. Mrs. Hammond was stricken
with the dsease suddenly and an operation was deemed necessary at once.
She rallied from the effects of the
Ieration successfully and her condition is thought to be satisfactory.
Twenty candidates will be initiated into the mysteries of Elkdom
tomorrow
evening at the regular
meeting of Las Vegas lodge No. 408.
About twelve applicatolns will be
hallotted upon. The meeting will be
a busy one and will be followed by
i
refreshments.--Iexpected a large
number of Elks will be present.
t

In

the

country
Farmers residing
Teaching the scenic highway evidently
have decided, not to await assistance
1n repairing the damage done to that
road by the recent rains. A force of
the agriculturists went to work this
This
morning repairing the road.
will suffice at least, until the good
roads commission is induced to send
a gang of convicts to make perman-nen- t

repairs.

CAN'T SHOOT DOVES
TILL AUGUST FIRST
DEPUTY GAME WARDEN
WARNING TO
HUNTERS

ISSUES

OVER-ANXIOU- S

The hunters of San Miguel county
will soon hie themselves to the game
sections of the ocuntry and elsewhere
in the territory in search of good
shooting, and from all reports there
is going to be plenty of it this year.
The prospects for dove and quail
shooting are better than for many
years, owing to the copious rains
which have produced a luxurious vegetation, food for the birds.
The first open season for bird
shooting will be that for doves,
which begins Tuesday, August 1.
After that time thw tasty birds can
ha hunted by all who possess the re
1
quisite gun license.
The quail season 3wil (Jot open un

Plaza,
Mr.

and Mrs. Frank Strass left this
morning for Mora where they will
spend their vacation. They, made the
drive with Jack Warren of Mora, who
came in Saturday.
Guadalupe Martinez, a rancher of
near Santa. Rosa, arrived here yesterday, bringing with him n wire,
whom he placed in the New Mexjco
hospital for the insane.
Harry Wenger of the Murphey
store returned Saturday night from
a visit to relatives in Iowa. Mrs.
Wenger and children will remain In
more extended visit.
Iowa
M. W. Cain, who
formerly con
ducted 'a 'dancing school here has
raturaad to vias Vegas and may de
cide to locate. "Since leaving here
last summer Mr. Cain has been in
Oklahoma City, Dawson and Raton.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Lewis and son
Simon returned Saturday
evening
Mr. Lewis,
trom St Louis, Mo.
while in St. Louis on a purchasing
trip several months ago, became
seriously ; ill and for a" time his recovery, was doubtful.
Charles Oder, of Albuquerque, who
bas been running as s conductor on
the Calif omit Limited between Albuquerque and La Junta for many years,
is spending a few days in Las Vegas
among the ..railroad
visiting friends:'
. .
1 5
boys. He has been on a vacation trip
to the northwest. Mr. Oder is one of
the oldest and most popular railroad'
ere on' the New Mexico division of the

for''

--

'
.
Sfcnta Fe.
Mrs.
andMr.
George Server and
son, Eflflle," left this afternoon for
S&n Diego, Calif., where
they will
Mr.
'weeks
visiting
several
spend
parents. Mr. Selover has prac-

's

tically recovedsd from the injuries he
receiV'od JalJtha. wreck of the Califor
nia Limited at Domingo several weeks
ago.,

Leroy O. Moore," chief of the field
division of the general land office at
Santa Fe, arrived here last night from
Trinidad, where he had been on business. Mr. Moore has business before
Land Commissioner Robert L. M.
Boss concerning contested claims.
One of these matters was heard this
morning and another will be heard
Wednesday.
Yesterday's rain was general all
oyer the county. In. San Ignacio and
tlje mountain districts thfalnfalj jvas
hlavy. Mesa farmers who were, in
TYaxflfift TtBe
finmfi
tiCOQtobftrJLJLejntT
city this morning say the entire
Lfldwig W. Ilfeld, ia, speaking of the dry farming aj.f jet asjsoaKea yesfor Boves.said terday afternoon.
coming open
Although many
com-mf- n
yesterday: "It seems to be the
peaple""wlil End 11. hard to "&e'Hevevtt
impression that the operf season l said to be &' fik'that one or two
for doves begins on July 15 This Is portions of the mesa have had scarcea mistake, as the season does not be ly any rain this season while surgin until August 1. August 1 this rounding tracts ' have been liberally
year falls on Tuesday, so many soaked.
sportsmen who are expecting to take
P. A. Linn of Aguascalientes, Mex.,
a shooting outing on the last Sunday Is in' the city ,for a brief visit to
and
in July will be disappointed
friends and relatives. ..He Joined
will have to wait until the following Mrs. Linn and children here and
I
Sunday for their Sunday sport.
they will accompany him home.
have express orders to see that this During
,thes Mexican,, Insurrection
portion of the law Is complied with Mr. Linn narrowly escaped serious ininand that no shooting of doves is
when .the train of which, he was
The pun jury,
insur-rectodulged in before August 1.
engineer ; was wrecked by the
He deicded to leave Mexico
ishment for the offence is a line oi
and sent his family ot Las Vegas,
fl&per bird.
i
A
j
where he 'formerly resided. Later,
Subscribers desiring aaflress" changwhen the, hostilities, were over, Mr.
h
ed please state botlittbe 8d.and
Linn decided 'to' remain in Mexico.
new address.
.

J
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PHRASE

GAME IN ANCIENT
CITY WAS FAST AND IN-

TERESTING

Iti-Ju-

-

bt-e-

n

.

00050020

f

Mr. and Mrs. J. W. McKeever, Buell
Cecil Boucher is suffering from an
McKeever and Mrs. William Curtis
of the mumps. He is said to
attack
Bailey of Chicago, who had been vis- be the "swellest"
looking chap in the
this
went
iting friends in Las Vegas,'
olty.
morning to the Winsor ranch near
Glorieta where they will spend a week
A well known .clergyman, called to
or more before returning home.
other duties, says a writer In the
Western Christian Advocate, preachwas granted ed his last sermon before the Instal
A marriage license
morning to Beatriz RoybaL aged 33 lation of his ; successor. The local
of OJItos Frios and Juan D. Griego, weekly paper. in announcing the
aged 44, ot Rlto Salado. The couple order of services, gave It as follows:
"Sermon bf the Reverend Blank;
got the iproabtv clerk out of bed at
ac
and ' quartet,
out eolo
'Hushed
5 o'clock
toumake
ihlforaing,
license."
Length.' "
;

shicje

HULL UMBRELLAS
Detachable Handle;

TO LAND OF SUNSHINE, ETC,'
I
WORN OUT PRIZE FOR
t.,
LIVE SLOGAN

from $1.80 up

.

The National Guard of New Mexico
of
THE MAROONS' RECORD
will be the first state ontingent
ps,
May
2; Maroons 11.,
that organization to go into encamp
17
ment inoculated against typhoid fever
May
Japs, 8; Marons, 9.
with the new vaccine which has prov- 4- May 30 Railroaders, 1; Maroons
2.
ed such an effectual preventative in
the" United States army a&ainst the
June 4 Dawson, 7; Maroons, 3.
June 10 Dawson, 4, Maroons, 2
ravages of this disease. A circular
letter from the surgeon general. Dr.
June 11 Dawson, 2; Maroons, 3
Robert Smart, of Albuquerque, has
June 18 Santa Fe, 13; Maroons
Issued to company commanders
11.
on this subject and is of exceptional 4 June 19
Albuquerque, 3; Ma- interest, affecting as it does the com- 4 roons, 4.
of the
ing territorial encaminent
4 June 20 Albuquerque, 4; Ma- The
I.as
at
Vegas.
efficiency
guard
roons, 3.
of the vaccine Is shown by the fact
4 June 24 Santa Fe8; Maroons i. 4
that whereas there were 5,000 cases 4 June 25 Santa Fe 3; Maroons 7.
of typhoid at Chickamauga park In
July 4 Wagon Mound, 3; Ma- war there was
the Spanish-Americaroons, 10.
4
just one lonely solitary case during
9 Santa Fe 6; Maroons 8.
July
maneuvers
of
the
United
recent
the
of the Team
4
States army at San Antonio, Tex. En- 4 Won Standing
9; Lost 4; percentage .692.
successmake
to
gland was the first
ful use of the vaccine, In her African
wars end Germany and the United
By a score of 8 to 6 the Maroons
States have recognized and proved Its
defeated
the Santa Fe team yester
effectiveness. The treatment Is now
afternoon on Its own grounds.
used in large hospitals. The circular day
Chief" Lockhart was In the bo
of the surgeon general Is as follows: "Big
for the locals. He was in good form
Office of the Surgeon General, New
and held Santa Fe to seven hits. UnMexico National Guard, Albuquerque,
til the fifth the score was 4 to 0 In
New Mexico, June 28th, 1911.
favor of Santa Fe but the Maroons
To Company Commanders:
next to Safford'8 delivery in this
got
InYour attention is respectfully
session
and 'hammered in five runs on
vited to the use of the typhoid vacfive hits and a series of misplays.
cine as a taieans of preventing the
Martin and Lockhart eaoh got three- and spread of typhoid fever
base
hits.
In military camps.
a new man picked up by the
Arce,
four
months
has
the
it
past
During
Maroons,
played second base and debeen used upon all troops forming
monstrated
he has the class, getting
Mexithe maneuver brigades on the
out
three
of five times at bat.
hits
can .border with the result that there
has
been
Arce,
playing in Winsiow,
h.ive, been no cases of typhoid deAriz., this summer, but it is likely
those
troops.
veloped amongst
the Maroons will sign him up for the
The use of the vaccine has been
season! Lockhart was not
stimulated recently by the example of rest of the
effective
the earlier part of
during
the Honorable Secretary of War, who
was himself Inoculated against the the game but grew better as the contest proceeded. "Doc'1 McCarthy, who
disease.
In a country such as New Mexico, succeeded Safford, pitched good ball,
H which the Inhabitants to aJ large ex- holding the Maroons to three hits.
Padilla was tried at third but made
tent depend for their water supply
errors and was sent to center
three
shallow
of
the
upon
wells,
presence
field,
Angel
returning to his old posityphoid fever is more to be feared
than in the larger centers of popula- tion at third.
Score by ihnlnjs: .
tion provided with good, .filtered wa
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
R H E
ter supply and in point of experience,
1
Maroons
8 11 4
typhoid is one of the most prevalent
6
7 3
of the summer disease In this terri- Sta. Fe. 3 10. 0 01001
Following la the batting record of
tory.
The use of the protective Inocula- the Maroons in: yesterday's game.
j
AB.R.H.
tion Is fraught with no danger to the
..3 1 1
individual at all. In most cases there Ellis, If.
3
1
1
is no reaction after its use. A few Wilson, lb
4
2 2
cases experience a slight headache Martin, c
4
2 3
and a little pain at the seat of the Lockhart, p
'.
2
ss
1
0
Smith,
Inoculation for half a dozen hours af5 1 3
ter the first dose; the second and third Arce, 2b
cf. 3b.
4 0 1
doses, as a rule, are without symp- Angel,
2 0 0
Padilla, 3b. cf
toms.
2 0 0
In view of the great practical value Sandoval, rf. ..,
2 0 0
In reducing the Inolpence of typhoid Montano, rf
fever In camp life and also In limiting
27 8 11
the mortality of the dsease It Is nost Totals
The Maroone' batting average for the
reoomtniended
that
strongly
companv
commanders will themselves,
with game was .407.
their officers, be Inoculated and urge The Maroons have a heavy schedall of their subrodinates to use this ule for the remainder of this month.
efficient means of protection against Games scheduled are as follows:
July 15 and 16 Albuquerque or
this most dreaded; of all camp disSanta
at Las Vegas.
eases. '
It is the desire of this office ro July 17 Santa Fe at 'Las Vegas.
July 19 and 20 Dawson at Las Vehave a camp this year entirely free
gas.
from typhoid fever. (
July 22 and 53 Raton at Raton.
Within a few days vaccine for this
July 26 and 27 Albuquerque at Las
will
be
distributed
from this
purpose
office to the medical officers of the Vegas.
July 29 and SO Raton at Las Venational guard, and It is desired that
the first inoculation be given the men gas.
August 4 and 6 Albuquerque at
by these officers as soon as practical
before leaving for the summer camp. Albuquerque.
The second and third doses will be
Arrangements have been made by
administered at Las Vegas.
H. Smith of the
George
Instructions as to the use of the Manage
Telegraph
company with
vaccine and the record to be kept of Postal
these inoculations, will be forwarded the Colorado Telephone company,
to the medical offleers with Jne vac- whereby anyone desiring to communicate with the Postal office need not
cine.
Yon
;
are earnestly requested 'to' jjer.. give the number but simply call
"Postal" or "Postal Telegraph comonally ee.to 4t jtlvt as martyjiof yourj
- is
pany"
thereby doing away with the
-'
commaiwVoaible ferea us proItrMMe'-o16oklng up the number in
.
..
-jctfiL
directory. ,;n Manager
thetelephone''
(
Very respectfully,,
'
'
i
ROBERT SMART. 1 Smith also states httiat Whas put 'in
Colonel and Surgeon General, New a loop at his residence, making pos
sible a' continuous day and night
Mexico National Guard.
I
service.

the
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NEW STATE

SCORE
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-

George R. Cowherd, a Santa Fe

CO.

i

.

NEW MEXICO CITIZEN SOLDIERS
Denver.1
Mrs. John- - Silne" ' and children reTO BE PROOF AGAINST
turned this afternoon from a visit in
TYPHOID

Our responsibility Is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we fill your
prescription.

WINTERS DRUG

WITH VACCINE

last night to Raton on legal business.
Mf. and Mrs. Virgil Wolfe returned
yesterday from a vacation' trip to
'"

SANTA FE BY

NATIONALGUARD

Miss .Martha B. Smith has returned from a week s visit In Santa Fe.
Attorney Charles A. Spieas went

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring,
the man who knows how
, and whythe man on
whom everything depends.

r

WILL INOCULATE II ARQQNS DEFEAT WANTED - -A CATCH

PONALS

The PrescripljQBlsi

:

AT

For use In advertising and on its'
stationery and literature the bureau
of Immigration wants a new "catch
phrase" which in the most striking
manner will Impress on the reader at
a glance the resources and onnnn- tunltlcs of New Mexico. The old
catch phrases, such as "Ho! to the
Land of Sunshine," "Heart of the
Well Country," "The Land of Opportunity," etc., are examples of
what Is wanted. These were first
originated and used by New Mexico,
but are now being extensively copied
by other states and communities In
their advertising matter.
he New
Mexico bureau wants a catch phrase
as good and as striking as the old
ones, but also original and new.
The bureau therefore has offered
a prize of $5 for the best "eaten
phrase," submitted, and a second
prize of $2.5(1 for the second best
phrase.
The condltons of the contest are:
First The contestants must be
residents of New Mexico.
Second No phrase will be consid
ered which contains more than eight
words. The shorter the better.
The contest will close August 1.
1911. All entries must be addressed:
Catch Phrase Contest. Bureau of
Immigration, Albuquerque, N. M.
The contest will be decided by a
ommlttee composed of tne president
of the bureau of Immigration
and
twq disinterested New Mexico news
paper men who will not be permit
ted to compete. Every phrase should
e
have the author's name and
address written plainly on the
same sheet with the phrase.
The bureau also desires a "catch
verse of the same nature as the
catch phrase," and will give one
prize of $2.50 for the best verse
submitted on or before August 1.
The conditions are the same as
above, except that no verse will be
considered which contains more than
four lines
The verse contest will toe decided
in the same manner and by the
same committee as above.

TAUPERT'S

;

,TOu SALE

;

One of the newest prettiest, most modern
homes on
he hill. Three full lots, cement sidewalks in front and in
the yard.
five-roo-

m

Price $2,500

Pari Cash, Balance on Time
i

Let us show you.

,

The Investment and Agency Corporation
FIRE INSURANCE

LOANS

REAL ESTATE

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs. Each Delivery
BOO
lb, to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
60 lbs. to 200 lbs
Each Delivery
Less Than 60 lbs., Each Delivery

20o per 100
25o per 100
SOo per 100
40o per 100
60c per 100

AGUA PURA COMPANY

post-offic-

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

Famous

2IZTTKZ1
Get Wise on Gloves

intbemiaataam,

cinder and heat proof.

'Asbcstor Gloves
For Railroad Men
n perfect brcaaae Ihey wer etlffea from wMllajj
ihrivrt from heat. Wub tatm with Map and water, they
"7--"
""Se'irt (lh ll.ee thrd- lock ...eked
-atand the strata." l ncv mr
worth more Uua other glevci but
toU .) mort.
naiii
Aak vour dealer for the

asBESTot;

lutvc them tell m hta name, w
will aee you are aupplied ami

EISENDRATH'S.
CELEBRATED

Elstndrith

In a.

HIDE

HORSE

i

7

r

mi

Glove Co '

TOO LATE TO CLA8SIFY
Gold
chain between 912
Jackson and picture show. Return

1
1

1

MICMO

-

1I

1

I

FOR SALE

LOST

912

1

You kwm W expnulvi to buy cheap glorcs.
oil harThey nak through with attain, watet and
den after wetting don't protect your handa.
the most economical
"Aabastol" Gtovea are and
fael beat.
They wear loaeeat

An increase In the registered mall
business has been noticed' by Postmaster F. O. Blood since the ruling
allowing the payment of an indemnity of $25 for the loss of third and
fourth class registered mail matter.
For a year or more an indemnity of
$50 has been allowed for the loss of
first-clas- s
matter. The new ruling,
In effect, gives the sender of a registered mall package of the third or
fourth classes an insurance of $25
for its safe delivery.

to

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

Jackson.

Frank Revell,
CONTRACTOR

WHOLESALERS OF

and BUILDER

Clothing, Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, Hats, Caps & Gloves

Estimate! Furnished on All Kinds of
Building job Work a Specialty.
Phone Main 336.
Opposite Optic

45 VEGAS, NEW MEXICO.
mnmaBmmmommmMs

I

an Miguel National Bank
,..) IH

OmpHmlPmldlti
9XOO.OOO.OO

LdsVtgas

J. M., CUNNINQHAM,
PRANK SPRINOfR,
O. T. HOSKINS, Cashlar

PrtaldcatJ
V lea

'it.lf. ..
InterestjPcId,, on .Time Deposits

n Vi.finf
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OUR DEPOSITORS
'

,'.

..

come from every walk of. life. Rich and poor
deposit their money at this Savings Bank.

THIS IS JUST
AS IT SHOULD BE
'
,

t
j,.,-;v.v-"-

.

for everybody should save money. When your
money is here, it is not only being saved, but is
invested, draws interest and, in the course of
time, makes a little profit that adds more than a
'
little to your capital.

L&S VEGAS SAVINGS BAHK

il

U
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Estray Advertisement
Notice Is hereby given to whom it
mar concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
Diogenes Otero, Los Lunas, N. M.
One black Mexican horse,
7 years old.
Branded
On right hip
Said animal being unknown to this
$ Board, unless claimed by owner on o.'
before July 29, 1911, said data being 10
days after last appearance otthls ad
g vertisement, said estray win ne soia
'ft owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, 11.

Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertisement
otlce U hereby given to whom It
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Notice is hereby given to whom it THE LOBBY
oern
following de- - may concern that the following demay concern that the following ie- 8H0RT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
"
K . I .
m
notrav animal won toL-scribed estray animal was taken up by
A. Sena, E. Las Vegas, N. M.
ALWAYS HANDLED
J W. Harmon, Melrose, N. M.
Jack Cleghorn, White Oaks, N. M. THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE
One blue roan horse.
t:
One brown mare, about 10
One dark sorrel, nine years
Branded
years old, 15 hands high, blaze face,
old, about 850 lbs., about 14 hands
On right hip
weight about 950 pounds.
high.
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS:
Branded
.
Branded
Branded
I""1!
On left shoulder
On left shoulder
II
XJ On left shoulder
U
t J
Said animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A
brothers always welcome to the
Branded
Beard, unless claimed by owner on or
Beard, unless claimed by owner on or
W. O. Wood, 'aacheTh;
On left hip
comM.
A.
wigwam.
Regular
I1IYII
10
before July 29, 1911, said date being 10
David
and
Said, animal being unknown to uu before July 29, 1911, said date being
munication first
Flint, chief of records and
days after last appearance of this ad- Joard, unless claimed by owner on or days after last appearance of this ad
In
each
third
collector
of wampum.
Thursday
vertisement, said estray will be sold before July 21, 1911, said date being 10 vertisement, said estray will be sold
broth,
month.
Visiting
er last appearance of thla aa- - bv this Board for the benefit of the
b;this Board for the benefit of the
ers cordially Invited. B. P. O. ELKS Meets second and
veitisemeni, gain tairay will be sold owner when found.
owner when found.
W. M.; Chas. H.
H.
William
uus
Stapp,
Uie
lor
benetlt
fourth Tuesday evening of each
of the
SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Estray Advertisement
CATTLE
' r
lowlier
found.
;lien
Sporleder, Secretary.
Notice U hereby given to whom It
month at O. R. C. ball. Visiting
M.
N.
M.
N.
CATTLE
Albuquerque,
Albuquerque,
SANITARY
BOARD.
may concern that the following de'11
19,
'11.
Brothers aie cordially invited. Q.
Albuquerque, N. M.
First pub. July 8, last pub. July
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
scribed estray animal was taken up by First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19,
B u st
pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, "11
D. Lucero, Chaperito, N. M.
H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D- - W.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
One sorrel horse 5 to 6
y
Estray Aovertnement
Estray Advertisement
Tues-da(jk ular conclave second
Condon, Secretary
Notice l hereby plven to whom It
Notice is hereby Riven to whom it
Estray Advertisement
years old, white, about 14 hands.
in each month at Ma
Notice is hereby given to whom it mav concern that the following de
may concern that the following de
Branded
scribed estray animal was taken up by sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. C. D- - F. O. E. Meeunrtc and third Tues-- I
scribed estray animal was taken up by may concern that the
following de Rafael Valdez,
Optic's Number, Main 2.
On left hip
Brown & Morrisson, Lucia, N. M.
Wagon Mound, N. M. Boucher, S. C; Chas. Tamme, Re
day evenings each month, at Frascribed estray animal was taken up by
Said animal being unknown to tnis
One eorrel mare.
One bay mare about 16
corder.
ternal Brotberhooa ball. Visiting
Victor
N.
M.
or
Perez,
Encino,
ADVERRATES FOR CLASSIFIED
Board, unless claimed by owner on
750 lbs., 15
hands
Branded
t:
Brothers cordially invited to attend.
One black horse, about 7
before July 29, 1911, said date being 10 years old, weight
TISEMENTS
On right hip
high.
VEGAS
LAS
CHAPTER NO. 3,
or 8 years old, weight about 800 lbs.,
appearance of this ad
B. F. McUulre, President; E. C
Five cents per line each Insertion. days after last
Branded
Branded
sold
ROYAL ARCH MASONS Regular
said estray will be
14 hands high.
vertisement,
about
Estimate six ordinary words to a by this Board for the benefit of the
Ward, Secretary.
On
shoulder
left
f uiuvi
V1
convocation first Monday
Branded
lne. No ad to occupy less space than owner when found.
Branded
Branded
Main each month at
On left shoulder
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS. COUNCIL
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
two lines. All advertisements chargOn left hip
i
On left nip
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
M.
N.
under
bit
in
the
ear.
Albuquerque,
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
right
ed will be booked at space actually
tin.-to
'
animal
unknown
Said
to
animal
Said
unknown
being
this
m. J. A.' Rutledge,
being
First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, '11.
Said
animal
o.
on
to
unknown
owner
this
being
claimed
unless
or
on
et, without regard to number of
owner
claimed
Thursday In O. R. C. hall, Pioneer
by
Board,
by
Board, unless
Chas. H- - Sporleder,
before July 29, 1911, said date being 10 Boaid, unless claimed by owner on or before July 29, 1911, said date being 10
words. Cash In advance preferred.
building. Visiting members are cor.
Estray Advertisement
after last appearance of this ad- - before July 21, 1911, said date being 10 days after last appearance of this ad- secretary.
dially invited. W. R, Tipton, O.K.;
Notice la hereby given to whom it days
vertisement, said estray will be sold
said estray will be sold days after last appearance of tb!
vertisement,
E. P. Mackel, F. S.
i.
dethe
concern
that
following
may
this Board for the benefit of the vertisement, said estray will be sold byttys Board for the benefit of th? RAN8FORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
scribed estray animal was taken up by by
owner when found.
403 Jose Balincia, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
S. Meets
first and third Fri- I. O. O. F LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
WANTED Dining room girl
by this Board for the benefit of the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD
owner when found.
One red mare, two years
Railroad avenue.
Albuquerque. N. M.
1. Meets every Monday
Masonic
in
Albuq'ierqu9, N. M.
Temple. Mrs.
days
evening at
First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, '11.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
old, weight 400 lbs., about 4 feet high. First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, '1 1.
their hall on Sixth street. All visit,
M. Tripp, Worthy Matron;
Agnes
WANTED Experienced girl for eec- - Branded
tag brethren cordially invited to atAlbuquerque, N. M.
Thomas B. Bowen, Worthy Patron;
On left hip
First pub. June 29, last pub. July 11, '11 KIDNEY DISEASES ARE CURABLE
ond work, none under 18 years need
Estray Advertisement
tend.
Carl Carl Wertz, N. G.; A.
under certain conditions. The right
Notice 13 hereby given to whom it
Mrs. Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
Said animal being unknown to tnis
T. Rogers. V. Q.; T. M. Elwood.
apply. Mrs. Arthur C. Ilfeld.
must
the
before
taken
be'
medicine
concern
the
de
that
following
Board, unless claimed by owner on or may
Phone Main 231, 721 Fourth street.
Secretary; W. K C rites, treasurer;
disease has progressed too far. Mr.
Estray Advertisement
before July 29, 1911, said date being 10 scribed estray animal was taken up by
A.
Is
VANTED Men and boys in Los An
Notice
C V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
M.
Tex.,
says:
Dale,
H
Pitman,
N.
to
E.
Perry
whom
hereby
Belen,
given
it
Beyers,
adafter last appearance of this
"I was down In bed for four months EL
NO
LODGE
1,1
DORADO
concern
3
demay
One
that
the
geles. Small pay but can learn days
mare,
Alley
bay
years
following
vertisement, said estray will be sold
kidney and bladder trouble and
trade of automobiles, electricity, by this Board for the benefit of the old, about 650 pound3, unbroken, crop scribed estray animal was taken up by with
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS Meets LAS VEGA8 CAMP NO. 13779 MOD
One bottle of Foley's
gall 8 tones.
J. O. Leatherwood, Stanley, N. M.
both ears.
plumbing, bricklaying on actual con- owner when found.
ERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
cured me well and
Remedy
Kidney
every Monday eveCATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
tract Jobs. 300 students last year.
One yellow horse 12 or 14 sound." Ask for It. O. G. Schaefer
UTIW
Branded
Meets the second and fourth Fri-aaIn
hall.
Castle
M.
N.
ning
United!
On left hip
years old, both ears split, weighs and Red Cross Drug Co.'
Trde First pub. July 8,Albuquerque,
Catalogue free.
of each month in the W. O.
last pub. July 19, '11.
Visttlng Knights are
School Contracting Co., Los An
One bay horse, 8 years old, weight 750 lbs.
W. hall, at 8 p. m.
Christopher
Invited.
cordially
A man may be sure he's right, yet
Branded
650 lbs., over bit right ear
geles.
Clay, Venerable Consul;
George
Estray Advertisement
Liebach-nieChas.
'
E.
lack the nerve to go ahead.
0n left hip
Branded
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague,
Chancellor
demay concern that the following
on left nip
assistant deputy. Visiting Neigh80 6 ycars
a
ILfiS
Commander. Harry
scribed estray animal was taken up by
550 lbs.
about
to
CURED
BE
CANNOT
Said
animal
bors are cordially invited.
unknown
weight
DEAFNES8
this
being
Hugh Woodall, Hyer, N. M. ,
Martin, Keeper of
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
by local applications, as they cannot
FOR SALE 100
Plymouth Rock
To-w-l:
white
horse
with
One bay
Records and Seal.
sam aate uemg iu
reach the diseased portion of the ear,
Deiore JUiy za,
hens at 75o each.
MRS. M. E.
Qa rgnj jj- DENTISTS.
foce, both hind and right front feet aaye aner last appearance oi mis au- m There is only one way to cure deaf..
..i-.
!,
Kan.
Snij
STEVENS, Humboldt,
"
u IU imrl ness, and that is by constitutional BALDY LODGE NO.
rflsomont ooM cutrov will ho nnM
white. Weight about 700 pounds, age
FRATERNAL
77,
Board unless claimed b owner on or remedies. Deafness is caused by an
F. R. LORD,
by this Board for the benefit of the
7 years.
FOR SALE Regisered "roan Durham
before July 21, 1911, said date being 10 Inflamed condition of the mucous lin UNION OF AMERICA Meets first
owner when found.
Branded
bs?
bulls. John Hartman, East Las Ve
DENTIST
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
and third Wednesdays of eacn
drys after last appearance of this ad- ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
On left hip
this tube is inflamed you have a rum
Albuquerque. N. M.
gas.
Pioneer
Office
said
Brotherhood
at
month
vertisement,
will
Fraternal
be
sold
Building
estray
Said animal being unknown to this B'irst pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, '11.
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
Rooms 3 and 4
hall. A. E. Hayward, F. M.; W. A
by this Board for the benefit of the when it is entirely closed, deafness is
Board, unless claimed by ownfr on or
FOR SALE Full blooded fox terrier before July 29, 1911, said date being 10
owner when found.
Phone Main 57
the result, and unless the inflamma
Oivens, Secretary.
Visiting mem Office
Estray Advertisement
can
tion
taken
be
out
and
tube
this
Main 41S
W. R, days after last appearance of this ad
Residence
CATTLE
Phone
SANITARY
invited.
puppies; natural
bers
cordially
BOARD,
Notice is hereby given to whom It
restored to Its normal condition,
Williams, 623 Railroad ave.
vertisement, said estray will be sold may concern that the following de
Albuquerque, N. M. hearing will be
destroyed forever
by this Board for the benefit of the scribed estray animal was taken up by First pub. June 29, last pub.
NO.
July 11, '11 nine cases out of ten are caused by FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
DR. E. L. HAMMOND
icon. iv. fieasun, xexiuo, in. ol.
FOR SALE White Wyandotte hens, owner when found.
102
at
Meets
is
an
which
in
but
Monday
night
every
catarrh,
BOARD.
SANITARY
CATTLE
nothing
DENTIST
3
One
red
steer,
years
pale
$8 and $10 per doz., according to
flamed condition of the mucous sur
their hall in the Schmidt building, Suite 4, Crockett
Estray Advertisement
Albuquerque, N. M.
4
550
old
Building. Has phones
about
.about
faces.
Hum'11.
height
Mrs.
M.
pounds,
last
E. Johnson,
First pub. July 8,
pub. July 19,
quality.
Notice Is neroby given to whom it
west of Fountain Square, at eight
We will give One Hundred Dollars
office and residence.
feet.
at
corare
members
boldt, Kan.
o'clock.
concern
that
Visiting
the following de for any case of deafness (caused by
may
Branded
scribed estray animal was taken up by catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Estray Advertisement
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presi
whom
to
Notice is hereby given
On left ribs
it
KOR SALE Legal blanks of all de- cirdent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre
M.
Catarrh
ATTORNEYS
Hall's
N.
for
Send
Cure.
Reyes Martlnea, Reyes,
concern that the following deBranded .
free.
C. Paily, Treasurer.
culars,
scrlptlons. Notary seals and rec- -' may
One
tary;
faced
white
email,
bay,
scribed estray animal was taken up by
F. j. CHENEY & Co'., Toledo, Q
I
On left hit)
ords at The Optlo ofce.
Geo. H- - Hunker
Chester A. Hunker
Maise Bro3 Co., Santa Rosa, N. M.
pony about 4 years old.
Sold by Duggists, 75c.
Branded
One mare, light brown, 4
Ear mark
E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545,
Take Hall's Family Pills for const.
HUNKER & HUNKER
FOR SALE The former Harris Bros, years old.
On right hip
patlon.
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
to
animal
Said
unknown
una
Attorneys at Law
being
Said animal lelng unknown to this
dairy, just north of the city limits
Branded
month in the vestry Las Vegas
unless claimed bv owner on or
of
the
Board,
day
New Mexico
. on
Eighth street; 8 aores of
On right hip
brave man" is
Many a
before July 29, 1911, 6aid date being 10 Board, unless claimed by owner on or
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
5
acres
In
alfalfa; orchard
ground,
One horse, rose colored, 5 years old. days after last appearance of this ad- - before July 21, 1911, said date being 10 unable to prove it.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
and small fruits, all under ditch;
Branded
vertisement, said estray will be sold days after last appearance of this ad
MASSAGE
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement, said estray will be sold
house with bath and cty
On left hip
Sec
Charles
Greenclay,
President;
HONEST
MEDICINES
VERSUS
when found.
water; two large poultry houses, 2 Two horses, one rose colored, 4 owner
by this Board for the benefit of the
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
retary, s
MRS. OLL1E. SHEARER
FAKES
owner when found,
Targe ibarns; especially suited for years old, one blue, same age.
Albuquerque, N. M.
recent message
resident
Tarts
Masseuse and Midwife
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, '11.
dairy and poultry raising. Will be
Branded
an amendment to the Pure RED MEN Meet in Fraternal Broth Residence Phone
Main 308
suggesting
sold very cheap. See A. H. Harris,
On left hip
Albuquerque, N. M Food and Drugs law In its relation to
Phone'.
Parlor
fourth
he
Massage
of
hall
Vegas 75
erhood
the
sleep
612 Lincoln avenue.
First pub. June J9, last pub. July 11, '11
Estray Advertisement
Said animal being unknown to this
not
to
Las
In
does
refer
prepared
medicines,
each
Vegas
Thursdays,
Fridays
of
month,
eighth
whom
is
to
Notice
it
Thursday
on
or
owner
hereby given
Board, unless claimed by
such standard medicines as Foley's
breath. Visiting and Saturdays.
run.
. thirtieth
before July 29, 1911, said date being 10 may concern that the following deAdvertisement
Estray
animal was taken up by
scribed
and Tar Compound and Foley
days after last appearance of this ad S. L. estray El Porvenir, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given to whom it Honey
Fisher,
sold
said
be
will
Kidney
Pills, both of which are true
vertisement,
estray
concern
mat tne following de
One gelding, yellow, with may
FOR RENT A new piano at the Ro- by this Board for the benefit of the
medicines
carefully Compounded of
owner when found.
senthal Furniture Co.
white ihind feet, 7 years old, weight scribed estray animal was taken up by ingredients whose medicinal
qualities
M. T. Nix, Rosebud, New Mexico.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
600 pounds, height 12
hands.
are recognized oy tne medical proM.
N.
Albuquerque,
One
roan
pony horse about fession Itself as
TOR RENT Partly furnished 6 room
the best known reme
First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, '11. Branded
12 or 15 years old.
flat with sewer connection. Inquire
On left hip
)
dial agents for the disease they are
Branded
414 Seventh street.
Said animal being unknown to this
mienaea to counteract.
For over
Estray Advertisement
On left hip
unless claimed by owner on or
Notice is hereby given to whom it Board,
three
decades
and Tar
Foley's
Honey
10
said
before July 29, 1911,
date being
Said animal being unknown to this
may concern that the following deCompound has been a standard rem
adthis
last
of
after
appearance
claimed
unless
scribed estray animal was taken up by days
Board,
by owner on or
A4ianmATi4
tJ arrav vtr41 Tea art A i
edy tor coughs, colds and affections
N. M.
1911. said date being 10
7C
LOST Old gold brooch between 521 Master Bros, Ramah,
of the throat, chest and lungs for chil3 year old Red DurOne
National snd Bacharach store. Jtrs.
owner when found
wja tuiei lasi appearance oi mis ad dren and for grown persons, and it
bull.
ham
BOARD.
said
SANITARY
will
CATTLE
be sold
vertisement,
estray
H. J. Ryan, 521 National.
retains today its
above
PHONE 227 MAIN
Branded
Albuquerque, N. M
by this Board for the benefit of the
al lother preparations of its kind. Fol
'11
First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19,
On right hip
owner when found.
i
ey Kidney Pills are equally effective
Said animal being unknown to this
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
and meritorious. O. G. Schaefer and
Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Estray
'Albuquerque, N. M.
EASTERN Normal University gradu before July 29, 1911, said date
Red Cross Drug Co.
being 10
29.
last
F.
pub. July 11,11
ate, will take limited number of days after last appearance of this ad nay concern that the following detaken up by
pupils in shorthand, typewriting, vertisement, said estray will be sold cribed estray animal was N.
M.
Jose E. Chavez, Largo,
Estray Advertisement
3
this
Board
for
the
benefit
the
of
and
all
commercial
by
bookkeeping,
One black mare, about 9
Is hereby given to whom It
owner
Notice
when
found.
LOCAL TIME CAED
branches. Day and evening, entire
a
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
years old, weight about 800 pounds.
may concern that the following deyear. Terms reasonable, and satisAlbuquerque, N. M.
Branded
l scribed estray animal was taken up by
faction guaranteed. References ex- First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, '11.
WEST BOUND
M. G. Keenan, Springer.
left
On
hip
Eduj
changed. Address, "Business
Arrive
una
to
8
One
black
unknown
mare
animal
Said
about
being
2t
cation," care of Optic.
No. 1
1:60 P. M.
Estray Advertisement
Board, unless claimed by owner on or I v,.r 0td
Notice i3 hereby given to whom it oeiore JUiy lv,
S
buiu uaio utjms iu
No.
8:15
A. M.
Branded
For summer diarrhoea n children al- may concern that the following de dar Tfter last appearance of this ad
So-P.M.
(:15
On
ChoChamberlain's
was
hip
scribed estray animal
right
Colic,
taken up by vertisement, said estray will be sold
ways give
9
No.
M.
6:85
P.
castor
M
Fermln Marquez, Seboyeta, N.
Said animal being unknown to this
lera and Diarrhoea Remedy and
hy this Board for the benefit of the
Depart
oil, and a speedy cure Is certain. For
One red horse, about 12 ownei ben found.
unless
claimed
or
owner
on
Board,
by
No. 1
1:10 P. M.
sale by all druggists.
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among" al
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
About
before July 21, 1911, said date being 10
years old. Two white legs.
M.
N.
No. S
C:20 A, M
Albuquerquo.
of
those
who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.
900 pounds.
ad6:40 P. M.
No. 7 ...
First pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, '11 days after last appearance of this
Right in your busiest season when
Branded
said
sold
be
will
vertisement,
estray
you have the least time to spare
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to some7:00 P.M.
On left hip
you are most likely to take diarrhoea
by this Board for the benefit of the
who
one
reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
and lose several days' time, unless Said animal being unknown to this
owner when found.
EAST BOUND
of
hear
you have Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera Board, unless claimed by owner on or HAY FEVER AND SUMMER COLDS
your
property unless it were advertised here.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
'
and Diarrhea Remedy at hand and before July 29, 1911, said date being 10 Must tw relieved aulcklv and Foley's
Arrive
M.
N.
Albuquerque,
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
take a dose on the first appearance of days after last appearance of this ad
2
,. :10 P. M.
June 29,lastpnb.Jnly 11,11 No.
the disease. For sale by all druggists. vertisement, said estray will be Bold
11:10 P. M.
No. 4
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
T have been greatly
by this Board for the benefit of the cago, writes:
No. 8
1:16 A. M.
used machinery and furniture, article of usefulness of any
owner when found.
troubled durlns: the hot summer FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR COM
PILLS
1:46 P. K.
No. 10
CHICHESTER'S
sort, and musical instruments.
SANITARY
find
CATTLE
BOARD,
that
POUND
months with hay fever and
JV
, . lx.illra!
Com- foe .
N. M,
In
colds
and
vraniat
Tar
and
Albuquerque,
effective
for
coughs
Dpert
ukywrkMOfld
Foley's
Honey
by
using
is rand
As the classified ads. are read by all possible
V First
pub. July 8, last pub. July 19, '11 ound I jret great relief." Many others either children or grown persons. No No. i
:15 P. M.
I'lll, in Krd and tioid BirtalhcW
buyers, of all
boxes, Maled with Blue Ribbon, V
'
sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
who suffer similarly will be glad to opiates, no harmful drugs. In the No. 4
M
possible
P.
11:20
UrnrirLt.
benefit by Mr. Stewart's experience yellow package. Refuse substitutes.
DIAMOND RRANi,
fn. &!
best markets!
1:25 A M
Family skeletons will Boon to on O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug O. G. Schae'er and Rel Crons Drag No. 8
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WILES

Mistress
Make-Believ-

I

e

Aunt Matilda is perfectly discouraged with me. She has been keeping
kous for fatter and me Just a week
'and She told father last night that
che couldn't stand k any longer be
cause im such a problem. I don't
know what she meant by that
Mother used to call me a blessine-- .
dreamer girl, a darling and a hug
me tight and lots of other
things, but
sne nerer called m a problem.
I stood In the door of the library
.
when Aunt Matilda began to talk to
father last night and when she saw
me there listening she Just closed up
ier Hps tight and pretended to read a
book which was upside down.
"Don't mind Janey. Matilda," said
father. "We never have excluded her
from any family councils."
"But it is about her I wish to
peak," she said.
"Why, if it's about Janey she certainly ought to be present." said
father in what mother called bis dear,
decisive way.
"Just as you say. William. Anything that's agreeable to you," said
Aunt Matilda, who didn't look a bit
agreeable herself.
I wish she had curls around her
face, because her pompadour shows
ao much of her forehead and it's a
kind of cross, worried forehead.
Mother didn't have any of those awfully deep lines in her forehead, only
once in a while cunning little puckers
came above the nose before she decided whether or not to laugh at me.
But she almost always decided to
laugh and then the puckers dropped
down into her cheeks and made dim-ple- a
there.
"Your child. William," said Aunt
Matilda, looking at me severely, "resists all my efforts at correction and
I find it impossible to show her the
gravity of punishment"
"But we never have found it necessary to punish Janey," said father,
smiling at me.
"Well, I think it quite necessary.
, When a little glrf puts on one of her
aunt's beet gowns and pins on all her
aunt's puffs so loosely that they fall
off and fly around the yard when she
goes out to parade I think it's high
time for something to be done.' You
may laugh, William, but I fail to see
the humor in permitting a child to do
just as she pleases all the time. I
brought Jane In and put her in the
closet the linen one, which is well
ventilated, you know and when in a
fittle while I called her to come out
she wouldn't answer. I found her
draped from head to foot in one of the
best linen sheets. She might have
torn It"
"Oh. do. Aunt Matilda," I said. "I
wouldn't have torn it. I waa Sister
Angelica and I had taken the vow of
silence for twenty years. I was counting awfully slowly and each count
meant a year. I'd only got to seventeen when you called."
'Then what did the little nun do?"
asked father.
"I took that sheet off her," answered
Aunt Matilda, "and I told her how
naughty it was to muss up the clean
linen and I, gave her the Bible and
told her to read three chapters. Then
when lunch was ready we rang the
bell four times and after that I bad
.to send Hilda for her. Children should
never be late to meals."
"But, Aunt Matilda, I was reading
about Ruth and I forgot all about
lunch. I liked It better than my
story books."
"There, William, you see how hopeless It is to try to punish her. In
the afternoon I told her she must take
a nap. Most children hate to take
naps, but Jane untied her hair and
lay down perfectly still and slept until I woke her. Then she asked me If
I were the prince and she wouldn't
get up when I said of course I wasn't
a prince."
tofl see. Aunt Matilda, I was the'
sleeping beauty and I was waiting for
l jou'd only been the
ptB?
prince I'd have got up the minute you
said so, but I had to wait for him.''
"Isn't that perfectly absurd, William? I was so annoyed that I well,
perhaps I lost my temper. I threw
eome water In her face. There's nothing like water to bring children to
terms."

'

f

Father looked sad for a minute. I
was afraid he was vexed because I
hadn't got up at once, so I said: "1
got up when Aunt Matilda threw the
water, father, for then I was Venus
springing from the foam of the sea
like the pictures you showed me, only
I had on my clothes."
Father laughed real hard then,' just
as heused to laugh when mother was
here. That made Aunt Matilda say
Bhe guessed he didn't want her to
train me into a sensible woman and
he said, "The Lord forbid."
Now Aunt Matilda is packing her
trunk.
I sat at the bead of the table thia
morning and poured father's coffee.
"I'm the mistress of the manse," I
said as I handed him the cup, and he
aald he expected me to be a wise
little mistress, and Aunt Matilda, who
just then came into the dining room
awfully late, said she didn't know
what the end would be.
"No one can tell," answered father,
to do the
."Janey and I will just have
best we can, Matilda. I think there's
nobody who can help us."
But, of course, I can help father.
Parents.
Parents who "live fntirely for their
children" are seldom good company
for them. Ellen Key.
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ONE THING NEEDFUL

POLITICIANS

President Barrett Directs Attention to
Men That Set City Against
Country Trick Is Old.

CABINET

IS.'

Wtifr'

To the Officers and Members of the
Farmers Union: Udou my several vis
it to Washington during the sessions
of congress I have more than ever
been Impressed with the demagogy
that keeps country and city apart in
''
sentiment and that la a foe to true
progress.
Y
I could
call by namo several congressmen who roiie Into office by arraying country against city.
The procedure Is simple and i one
of the oldest tricks, in the
bag of the
politician.
He will go into the country district
during a campaign and lash, sentiment
against the city to a frenzy.
When the returns are all in you
will And that he. has ieen elected by
a country majority.
Fred Don't you think MIsa De
When he geta to Washington, what
la a perfect poem?
Plunks
does he do?
fo
Continue
flay the
Jack Not quite; but she expecta
residents of the city, and to take the
to be in the near future.
farmer to his loving breast?
Fred Come on with the explanaNot so.
He starts upon one of the cunning-es- t tion.
straddles he can devise.
Jack Her father has promised to
For Instance, take the parcels post buy a title for her.
He probably went through the district before election, promising all
OLDEST INHABITANT
the farmers that one of the first things
he would do when he reached office
would be to get them a general parr off tt"
cels post.
Does he fulfill that promise to the
letter?
Not so you could notice it
He studies the election returns faith-

T

IP

'hi

"

?1

ii

HERE'S a saying old and muaty,
Yet It's ever new:
"TIs never trouble trouble
Till trouble trouble you.

If

Care of Milk, Cream and Butter.
There are two things absolutely essential in the care of milk product,
and they are both so' Important that
It is hard to know which should com
first cleanliness and coolness.
Milk that Is cleanly milked inks
sterilized pails and quickly cooled ao4
kept from the contamination of frm
In the air will keep sweet for a long

Iff I

M3

fully.

He finds that a large part of the
vote against him came from the cities.
His object, therefore, is to rub the
city man's back, and at the same time
not to make an enemy of the farmer.
So he frames up a parcels post that
lets the farmer ship Into the city, but
that protects the little city merchant
from far-of- f
competition by making no
provision for return shipments.
Thus he has given the man In the
country a shadow of a redemption of
his promise. And he has made a grandstand play to the man In the city.
This Is only given for an illustration.
There are many others.
I have seen congressman after congressman get into office by appealing
to the class prejudice of the farmer,
and then turn straight around and
work might and main to get things for
the city, that he might melt the opposition against him.
It Is tills sort of thing, the constant
lining up of country against city, that
Is one of the greatest bars to progress.
The city man Is often led to believe that the country man regards
him with suspicion and hostility, and
vice versa.
What Is the result?
They both suffer In the long run.
They hesitate upon uniting In meas
ures in which they are both interested.
When good government Is at stake
In the state, the county or nation, they
are sometimes as far apart as the
poles, when they should be fighting
under the same banner.
I cannot too frequently warn you
against this hypocritical type of politicians who get your votes under false
pretenses, and who incites you to prejudice against people in the cities,
when, as a matter of fact, the city and
the country have a great deal In com-

Wise The reception takes
place tonight, and I'm going to lock
these umbrellas in the wardrobe.
Mrs. Wise Afraid they'll want to
borrow 'em?
Mr. Wise No. I'm afraid they'll
recognize them.
Mr.

Stranger

I

heard that man refer to

THE ONLY WAY THAT REMAINS

WW

P.i-'-riiv- 'i

"I see that another dancer has succeeded In creating a sensation?"
"How did she do it? By dancing

with her clothes on?"

ACCURACY

'

CHARLES S. BARRETT.
Union City, Ga.

Charles Why do you shudder so
every time you put your head on my
shoulder?
Genevieve
I feel as if I were in a
padded cell.
PA'S

ANSWER

WAR ON IOWA
Suit Brought at Decorah to Enjoin
Association From Doing Business
j Farmer Must Fight Hard.
In Decorah, la., the
buyers' association has been made a
defendant In court, says the Orange
Judd Farmer. A local buyer not in
the association claims the maintenance
clause is unlawful and seeks to enfrom doing busijoin the
maintenance
ness.
Now, if this
clause Is unlawful, the sooner
out the
find l
the
better.
Then is wfll be up to
"Yea, Henry, I've traveled Into evthem to discover some other- method of holding their members together. ery corner of the globe'
"The globe Is a spherical body,
TRey must make up their minds to
fight the middleman and transporta uncle. Therefore It has no corners I"
tion companies, and consequently
Chips.
must be prepared to meet any move.
They have won out in so many cases
A SMART LAD
that the final outcome is not in question. Recently a prominent railroad
man made the public statement that
half the value of the agricultural products of the United States was consumed by the middleman. This condition, if true, is so wholly out of proportion that it is nothing short of
assoscandalous. These
ciations of various kinds are eliminating part of this burdensome expense.
The only trouble is that the
are not well enough organized
to secure the benefits they should.
Let each
organization
of the midfight the encroachments
'
dleman. Don't be discouraged if this
Iowa proposition is decided against
is legitimate.
you.
Employer (to applicant for post as
And now, my lad, do you
motto of this firm Is?
the
what
know
Timothy hay is one of the most ex
Young Applicant Yes, sir. Push,
pensive crops on the farm because it
I saw it on the door as I came Ixu
has such a low feeding value.
Pearson s weeuy.
office boy)

Q

"What is an indeterminate sentence,
pa?"
Matrimony, my son."
POOR MAN

Wedding Stationery

Announcement Cards
Engraved Cards
Calling Cards

Birth Announcements

?Abime r

.

Timothy Hay Expensive.

dairymen

over-workin-

"motor cars" as "automobiles" he
must be your oldest Inhabitant?
Native Oh! no; our oldest inhabitant Is still calling them horseless carriages.

i

sent a bottle of milk to Pari at the
time of the exposition. It made the

Journey over and back, a trip of 2
days, and was still sweet There was
no preservative used, and the only
precaution was to have the dishes and
bottle perfectly sterile, cooling the
"THE QUALITY OF MERCY IS- "- milk at once and keeping it all the
This
time at a low temperature.
seems a good while to keep milk
sweet but It shows what cleanliness
and a low temperature can do with
milk.
The best method for keeping milk
Is to keep it from the air, as many
bacteria get into milk from the air.
The bacteria in warm milk are in
the Ideal medium for growth and re
production. A variety of bacteria re
produce by division, and a generation
of bacteria may grow in 20 minutes.
As thousands of bacteria can play hide
and seek through a needle's eye, one
can appreciate the number contained
In a drop of milk. They cannot grow
and multiply If the milk is kept cool.
'
In making butter one of the most
common mistakes is the keeping of
the cream too long; such butter lacks
the good flavor which is the most de
sirable quality in butter.
Another mistake often made by
Prisoner In regard to the evi- butter makers Is
g
of but
me
dence, your honor, you'll pardon
ter. After churning and the butter Is
If I say a few words
in lumps the size of kernels of corn,
I would
Judge You're mistaken!
drain off the butter milk and wash the
not pardon you should you talk tor a butter in good cold water to remove
ofNext
months.
case,
week! Three
the butter milk before It becomes
ficer.
packed in a lump. It will need more
washing in the butter bowl, but work
NO WONDER SHE HAD SHIVERS it as little as possible. Overworked
butter has no grain and is salvey in
appearance. Cut into the butter with
a knife and break off a piece. If it
breaks off like broken eteel It Is of
.
good texture.

mon.

I caution you to watch him In action,
and to mark him for close attention
when he next offers for office.
Men who use these sort of wiles to
keep in power are worthy of the support neither of the city or the country. Where they should be representrepresent
ing both, they really
neither. They only represent themselves.

Ume.
' One of our enterprising

Have
Your

UK mothers
flax
Our fathers used to raise.
And make the garments that they wore
For work and holidays.
The spinning wheel Is dusty now.
Nor half as stout, I ween,
Are coats and vests and breeches now
We make 'em by machine.

Programs
and Stationery

Liquid Foods.

Often the liquid diet must be strict
ly maintained in food for the Invalid. A variety of liquid foods are
necessary to know how to prepare to
avoid monotony.
Often the person. who objects to
milk will take albumenlzed milk, or
- with
by giving it a little sparkle
will
be taken
Apolllnaris water, it
with enjoyment
Barley water and rice water are
often given to reduce a laxative condition, barley water having the preference.
Toast water ia very beneficial In
cases of nausea, and clam water may
often be retained when other foods
cannot be retained In the stomach.
Clam water and cocoa are also
used to increase a secretion of mothv
er's milk.
Oatmeal water la often given to
dyspeptics. It is the
drink for a hot summer day, as it
Ice
may be drunk with safety where
water would be Injurious.
The Juices of fruits diluted with
cold or hot water are often used in
diIllness for a fever patient The
luted Juices are most beneficial, as they
are cooling and mildly stimulating.
salts
They axe valuable, also, for the are
and acids they contain. Lemons
a fruit most commonly used, as they
are always in the market
Roof essence Is given when a con
densed form of food Is necessary. To
oi
prepare it: wipe a shair pouno.
of an
cut
to
1 VUMU
Inch thick, and place it In a heated
broiler. Broil tbree minutes over a
clear Are. turning every ten seconds
to prevent the escape oi tne juices.
half-incPut on a hot plate and cut In
several
the
pieces
gash
pieces,
times on each side, then squeeze
with a fruit press to get all the Juice,
and turn into a cup set In hot water.
Season with salt. Use care that the
Juices do not get too hot or they will
coagulate.
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Henpeck was once a bachelor gay
Tho' married, he's happy and free;
For he can always have his own way,
When his wife tells him what it
shall be.

Our Prices Arc Right
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,R.ipe Olives

.

of

Exceptional Quality

Are a typical California delicacy a genuine fruit
meat, pleasing to the taste and extremely rich in nutriment. Served whole with cracked ice or chopped
and made into a salad there is nothing more appetizs
ing and wholesome.
We are offering exceptional value in

Bell Brand
1 lb. Tins

tor 25c or 2

1-- 2

r?'

lb. Tin for 43c,

V

Old Mission Brand
Finest Packed
1 lb. Tin for 35c

or 3 for $1.00.

AT

1

THE STORE THAT'S ALWAYS BUSY

ESTABLISHED 187

The

First National Bank
,

OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
General Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestio and Foreign Exchange.
A

Have Your House

Wired
Then you can use any of
.

i

the modern appliances.

i

Crow

',- -

here."

Always get the. bast at Rolette's
barber shop.
Old

HOLDS

RAILROAD

LOCAL NEWS

habits to be able" to care for them.
I shouldn't be surprised if half of my
lierd is dead before' I get them down

told over the bar at

BUFFALO FOR
FREIGHT BILL

Long's Buffet
Ice cream and cake for dessert at
White Kitchen tonight.

JONES' CONSIGNMENT
OF FIFTY HEAD IN TRINIDAD STOCK YARDS

COLONEL

fJ
the

traw flat

'

animals are
Colonel Jones says
worth between' $25,000 and $35,000.
Some of the animals he-- would not
sell for any price. He has owned the
herd for several yearg and was brlng- Ung it to his ranch at Onava for the
purpose of conducting extensive ex
periments in crossrng the breed with
tattle. Colonel Jones has another
jerd in Arizona.

Positively Co camping, flrtiing or
Impressively beautif ul was the sun
C.
hunting ai'.owed on our ranch.
Fifty buffalo and catalo, the prop set, last evening. The sun, sinking
W. and P. J. Wesner.
of below the rim of the dark mantle of
erty of Colonel "Buffalo" Jone
Lai Vegas, are in the stock yards at clouds that obscured the west, cast
Ladles' pure silk hose, garter top, Trinidad.
They likely will remain almost ghostly shadows for a few
double heel and toe. 75c value for 50c there indefinitely, as a dispute re seconds and then dropped from sight
Phone garding freight rates has arisen be- The reflected light of the descending
at Hoffman and Graubarth's.
Main 104.
tween their owner and the orflcials sun painted curious pictures. The
of the Colorado and Southern rail lighter clouds were transformed inThe Ladies' League of the Presby way. Colonel Jones has placed the to dull gray and maneuvered like an
terian church will meet tomorrow matter in the hands of the Inter army in parade, before the dull black
o'clock at the state Commerce Commission and will clouds that covered the western sky.
afternoon at 2:30
home of Mrs. John H. York, on await tho verdict of that tribunal. As the shadows deepened the colors
Sixth street
In the meantime the Colorado and changed, the sky being red, then
Southern officials in Trinidad have pink, then lavender. The shades
Special clearing sale on Boatonian found themselves
the involuntary blended beautifully and many people
Dress Shoes In black and tan, $4.00, proprietors of a Wild West show. stood and watched them until they
$4.50. $5.00 kind for $3.45. $3.50 kind They are learning a few things faded into darkness.
At TAICHERTS,
$2.85.
Douglas about the peculiarities and whims of
ave.
2t the one-tim-e
monarchs of jthe prairies
The heavy rains of the past sevat the expense of much hard work eral days are said to have badly damTony Faust draught beer is on tap and perplexity.
aged the new Mora road between
at the Opera Bar, and is one of the The trouble concerning the rates Las Vegas and Azul and It will be
finest draught beers served over any arose last Saturday morning, shortly necessary
to maKe extensive retar in the city.
after Colonel Jones and his animals pairs. The road being new, was
had arrived from Utah, where the more easily washed by the water.
The Las Vegas hospital board will herd has been for some time. Colonel Once Ae thoroughfare has been
meet Wednesday afternoon at 2:30 Jones called on the Trindlad officials worked into good conditon, however
o'clock in the hospital. Business of of the Colorado and Southern for the it will he easy to keep it in perfect
importance will be brought up for purpose of Fettling his freight bill. repair.
'
Instead of $220, the amount Colonel
consideration.
,
Jones expected to pay, the officails
Large crowds witnessed the Wild
Colonel West pictu-e- s
This
The ranks of .the auto enthusiasts demanded
$4,400.
at the Duncan opera
here will soon be augmented by the Jones steadfastly refused to pay. house Saturday and Sunday evenings.
sddlton of several well known busi- He was advised to pay the freight, The pictures showed feats of riding
ness and professional men who are 'ake a receipt and then bring his and roping performed during Frontier
said to be negotiating for the pur- - claim against. he company. Colonel Day at Cheyenne, Wyo.. on the ocJones, however, said that he had casion of Roosevelt's visit last fall.
unasti ui ueuzme waguiia.
teen "stung" in similar transactions Some excellent pictures taken during
That block on Washington avenue with the railroad companies. He the Mexican insurrection also were
between Sixth and Seventh streets, said the offieals might dispose of shown.
which has been a veritable bog the animals as they saw fit; he did
whenever there was a heavy rain, not intend to pay the high rate deWith a fair sized crowd present the
has been graded and drained by the manded. Then he got on the train union revival services began last
street department, for which prop and came to Las Vegas.
evening at the First Baptist church.
a
In
interview
with
owners
an
thankful.
are
representa
erty
Rev. C. A. Stewart, the evangelist,
tive of The Optic this morning, Col- preached a powerful sermon. Music
shared in the onel Jones explained the cause of was furnished by an orchestra and a
The Railroaders
He said that 'arge chorus choir. The services
run of hard luck that has been follow- the misunderstanding.
ing the Maroons when the rain came he contracted with the Union Pacif will continue .nightly for an indefinite
up yesterday afternoon. The'Raton ic Railway company in Utah fo the period.
shop team arrived on No. 1 and had transportation j of his animals to
just put on uniforms for the game at Onava. The price was to have been George Schoeny, formerly foreman
Amusement park when rain stopped $220 for the two cars. The animals of The Optic's composing room, who
were to be sent via the Colorado and has been in failing health for a year,
further proceedings.
Southern and j Santa ' Fe, and Mr. was reported this afternoon as being
Trindad was defeated Saturday aft Jones said that those roads agreed rery low.
ernoon by the Fort Logan soldiers to the arrangement. W7hen he got to
was
i.y e score of 4 to 2. The game went Trinidad, however, Mr. Jones
Ice cream and cake for dessert at
eleven Innings. Nash, formerly of told that he would be obliged to pay White Kitchen tonight.
Las Vegas, pitched for Trinidad. The three times the regular first-clas- s
This amounted to
Fort Logan boys are all members of freight rate.
JULY AT HARVEY'S
the garrison, but they seem able to $4,400. Mr. Jones said he inquired
Cool and comfortable.
put up as good a game as the pm and found that the Santa Fe would
Excellent home table.
tessionals.
be willing to carry out its part of the
Saddle burros free.
contract.
The Colorado and SouthExcursions everywhere.
The damaged condition of the scenic ern, however, decided to hold the
Carriage but Wed. and Saturday.
highway as the result of the recent buffalo in its custody until the
Terms: $2 per day; $10 per week
N
heavy rains will be brought to the freight was paid.
Leave orders at Murphey's.
Colonel Jone
attention of Governor William J.
says the rate deMills and an effort will be made to manded is the 'same as for tigers,
Induce the governor to send a gang lions and other $vild and vicious- ani
of convicts to repair the road. In mals. He says the buffalo and catsome sections the road has needed alo are as tame 'as any domestic ani
repairing for some time. Governor mals. The whoe scheme, he beMills is a believer in good roads and lieves, is a holdiip. He was quoted a
it is likely he will grant the request. rate practically tflie same as that for
vmroH a rate which he believes is
J. K. Martin, the regular represen- equitable.
j
"I have
' in a way that makes them look
tative of the Las Vegas lodge of the
Colonel Jonel said:
ho mottfcr in the hands Of
Elks to the grand lodge session, nionj
much better than Is possible
iiawu
commiswhich is being held in Atlantic City, the Interstate Commerce
when they are sent to a washerN. J., was unable to make
the sion and I trust that body will settle
woman, or done at home.
trip as he is engaged in the construc- it with as littli delay as possible.
tion of the new addltontoSt. An This is not the first tlma I have had
You will find that we make
E. G. Murphey, trouble with the raflrftads. They
thony's sanitarium.
If
them cleaner and whiter.
the alternate, could not go either. have tried to hold me up and have
colored, we wash them thoroughThe expense money voted by the succeeded in inany instances. 1
colwill
ly, but so carefully that the
lodge to the delegate, probably
have become tired of being a sucker
be used in the building fund.
ors stay bright.
8nd I am going jto quit it. .The Hill
across
ran
ever
I
wost
We starch the shirts just
the
lines are
for attempting to give the shipper
right, so the bosoms stay in
the worst of the deal. How do you
place and the neckbands hold
snntiose it was pogsible for Jim mu
your collars properly. And we
to rise from a section boss to a great
uj.
launder the cuffs so they look as
railroader and financier? u
Good Old
me
like
pay
'suckers
of
nice as your collar.
:naking a lot
i
the bills."
Good dressing demands that
Colonel Jones was askea II tne
negligee shirt be sent us,
your
care'
animals would not be cared for
other linen.
with
your
fully by the railroad.
as
"but,
was
his
reply;
"Yes,"
the
usual, I will be obliged to pay
how
not
know
do
who
CATAWBA KISSES
bills... People'
likeLas Vegas Steam Laundry
to handle buffalo are more than
to
intrusted
herd
a
of
half
kill
ly to
Phone Main 81.
them.
They are peculiar animals
Sell Like Hot Cakes on a
and
desires
must
know
their,
and one
'

25 Per Cent Discount on 'All Men's,
Bby's and Children's Straw Hats,
Including Panamas in all

the late Blocks
S8.00 Panamai for ... . S6.00
$7.00 Panamai for

5,25

$6,00 Panamas (or

4.50

$5.00 Panamai for

3.75

Straws for

2.25

$3.00

$2.75 Straws lor
$2.00 Straws for..
$1.75 Straws for..

$2.05
1,50

L30

$1.50 Straws for....... 1.13
75c
$1.00 Straws for
56c
75c Straws for

These Hats Are AH New and of the Latest
Weaves and Styles.

R
GRE ENBERGE
Square Deal
A

FOR 30 DAYS
Our Pride Flour
$1.30 per Sack
Every Sack Guaranteed

Las Vegas

Roller Mills

Phone Main 131

1

Gall up and we will make
you the best proposition you
ever heard of on wiring.

Las Vegas Light & Power Co.
Screened and L utnp Ra ion Cerrlllos

GOAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Anthracite Coal, all sizes

foot of M. In

fla

Steam Coal Sawed Wood and Kindling

QQ

Phono Main 21

DRY CLEANING
Requires a skillful process To take a garment ,
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape ,
requires experience. Wc,have been in the business- - ;
for a number of years and hSVff the experience.

The KarefulKIothing Kkamrig Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

Painting
and
Paper
Hanging

We Launder Your
Negligee Shirts

First class work

Mrs. Joseph Ashburton
spent four hours a day for
nearly a week every year,p can-

ning fruit.
That was before she had her
Hoosier Kitchen Cabinet.

Now her fruit' canning is
more pleasant. She assembles
her jars and utensils at the
cabinet, and besides saving
endless steps all around the
room, she gets her canning
done ever so much sooner.

Think how much easier your
hot work of summer canning
would be if you had a Hoosier
Kitchen Cabinet.

the

Summer Time"

'

The cost is SO small and the
terms SO liberal that we be
lieve you will want your cabinet
now.

I

THE BEST PLACE

Let us show you how it helps
with your canning.
J. C JOHNSEN

Gold Morning

in Las Vegas to btfy
Groceries and Meats

"'

and best of materials is my
motto. Estimates cheerful
ly given.

H. T. Davi
Phone Main 357.

Now is the Time
For

ICE TEA
We have the Price

and Quality

&' SON
Oriental

.1

n

This is the Proper Time to Plant

12 for Sc.

Celery

Plants

We Have Them.

THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO.

3. H. STEARNS
ROCErt

1

j
j f

i:

50c per Hundred.
Perry Union & Son

Store Phtno Main 462
'

Ranch Phone Main 276

Blend

.$1.00

Fancy Ceylon Blend
Fancy
1

Finch's Golden Wedding Ry. aged
In tho wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.

Buffet.

Japan
Blend

-

10 .o'clock

75
.50
.35

C. D.5 BOUCHER
The Coffee Man

Lunch every morning at

at Long's

Special

Blend

